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Irwin Block
It’s become a mid-winter ritual—
Dorothée Berryman performing
ballads in the intimate setting of
Upstairs Jazz Bar & Grill on Valentine’s Day. It’s a reminder that
Montreal’s cycle of seasons is proceeding toward sunnier days.
This year’s weekend of shows featured a relaxed, confident and resplendent Berryman delivering a new set of
songs and arrangements with her personal touch.
Her way of connecting with every
listener is the key to her success in everything she does in film, TV, radio
and as a jazz vocalist.
Last year, she won a Jutra Award
for best actress in a supporting role,
for her performance in Cabotins, or
Comeback, the wonderfully warm,
funny and beautifully Québécois
film in which she plays the vaudeville comic Lucie.
Berryman was among the leading
cast members of Denys Arcand’s
Invasions barbares (The Barbarian
Invasions), which won an Oscar for
best foreign-language film in 2005. It
was the sequel to le Déclin de l’empire
américain (The Decline of the American Empire).
On stage, in a cabaret or in front of
the camera, Berryman has a unique

ability to portray characters with
credibility and depth. Audiences
identify and connect with her.
Not too shabby for the daughter
of a Loretteville, Que., dairy farmer
Wilfred Berryman and schoolteacher mother, Gertrude Trépanier.
Speaking English to her father and
French to her mother set the stage
for her being comfortable in both
languages and cultures.
Her voice is the product of music
Berryman heard as a youngster,
from her father’s record collection
and on the radio.
“I heard Guy Lombardo and his
Royal Canadians, Rosemary Clooney, on TV I could see Ella Fitzgerald,
Lionel Hampton, Louis Armstrong. I
really grew up with the music.
“My mother played piano and my
father had a beautiful singing voice.
He sang all those Irish songs.”
On this latest—her third CD, the
eponymous Dorothée Berryman—
the backing of a string quartet, with
arrangements by pianist/musical director Vincent Réhel, make for a delightfully cohesive package.
Berryman dedicates the CD to her
good friend Len Dobbin, the broadcaster and “friend of jazz” who died
in 2009 after collapsing at Upstairs
while waiting for a show to begin.
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Singer, actress Berryman’s
sweet embrace of the moment

Continued on page 4
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Audience feels the magnetic connection
At the time, Dobbin was the researcher on her
popular weekly jazz show on Espace Musique,
which Radio Canada cancelled in June after seven
successful years.
Of Dobbin, Berryman writes in her liner notes:
“His vast knowledge and fervent passion were my
constant nourishment.”
As she prepared to tour a string of Quebec cities
with the new material, Berryman reflected on the
elements that went into her latest project, her first
disc since 2003.
The songs are drawn from a variety of sources,
from Piazzola to Portishead with such classics as
Blue Moon, I’m In the Mood for Love, the risqué
Les nuits d’une demoiselle and the evocative Killing Time.
Time is a theme of this collection: “Time that
flies by, that we kill and then mourn, and the
sweet embrace of the moment.”
Berryman had that magnetic connection at the
set we caught at Upstairs, and it is a quality she
has developed and is a key to her popularity and
success as an entertainer.
The clarity and precision of her singing matched
with the artful way she carries herself and tells
stories about the music is totally Berryman. It is
not something that just happened, she confessed.
“I learn as I work.”
But she also has had some coaching since
shortly after she made her stunning singing debut
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Continued from page 3

Dorothée Berryman’s after-show joy is infectious. The
way she tells stories about music is totally Berryman.

in front of a huge audience at an outdoor stage
at the Montreal International Jazz Festival in the
summer of 1999.
Berryman has been taking master classes with
vocal coach Lucette Tremblay, and it shows.
“What I’ve been working on is the instrument.
I’ve gained clarity and precision and what you
hear is my real voice.”
irblock@hotmail.com

Women on the edge
perform at 4-day festival

Feminism has come a long way from the braburnings of the 1960s, but it hasn’t gotten any
less important or less fun.
The Edgy Women Festival, running March 15
to April 1 with contributions from Montreal, Toronto and France, uses a diverse program of art to
present an unconventional take on modern feminism.
The four-day festival features many free or bydonation events as well as ticketed shows at various venues.
Shows include the March 22 performance of
Spin, a musical, theatrical tour-de-force celebrating the bicycle.
Evalyn Parry’s Spin was inspired by the first
woman to ride around the world on a bike, in
1894. On stage, a vintage bicycle is played—from
fenders to spokes to bells—by percussionist Brad
Hart.
In the distinctly Montreal category, we find
Edgy Hockey, a game/performance (March 29, 11
pm) wherein M.E. Winks shows why she believes
hockey “offers a way to see the world—from sexuality to politics.”
For a listing of all performances, workshops and
discussions, visit edgywomen.ca.
More info: 514-393-3771, info@studio303.ca.
The Edgy Women Festival is presented by Studio 303 at Royal Pheonix Bar, La Centrale, La Sala
Rossa and Studio 303.

Are you suffering from
low energy?
Qigong has helped millions restore
and revitalize their health.
Learn simple and enjoyable, energy building
exercises that are tailored to your personal
health issues, from cancer recovery,
to osteoarthritis to anti-aging.

Private or semiprivate sessions
now available.
Your home, or
my studio.
Special rates
for Seniors!

Over 25 years experience,helping
cancer patients since 2008.
Qualified Energetic Arts instructor.

NEW: Group classes also available at Studio QS in NDG.

Call Brauna @ 514 578-0061 or
email: brauna@videotron.ca
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Nonagenarian executive has no plans to slow down
While many Canadians prepare for and dream
of their so-called “golden years”—TV ads show
smiling seniors sailing into the sunset on fancy
ships—others thrive on continuing in their
careers.
Jhoshua (Alex) Krancberg, who turns 90 this
month, likes nothing better than to get up early
and, after a hearty breakfast, drive downtown to
put in a full day’s work, five days a week, as vicepresident and chief financial officer of the Monit
group of companies, a major Montreal-based
real-estate firm.
Krancberg is involved in all aspects of Monit,
which owns, manages and develops more than
200 million square feet of land and millions of
square feet of office, industrial and commercial
space in Canada and the U.S.
And guess what: As he prepared to celebrate that
special birthday, Krancberg has no plans to retire
or even slow down.
At his comfortable, book-filled Town of Montreal Royal bungalow, Krancberg recently reflected
on his remarkable life, how a resilient Jewish teenager from eastern Poland, with strong survival instincts confounded the odds to construct a secure
and prosperous life after the ravages of the Second
World War.
Born in Korec, then part of Poland, Krancberg
grew up in nearby Rovno, where his father taught
high-school English. After fleeing German bombardments in the September 1939 invasion, the
family returned to Rovno, then under Russian occupation, and Krancberg began studying college
physics, math and cartography.
After the German bombardments of June 1941,
Krancberg, then 19, proposed to his family that
they flee to the Soviet side, but his father refused
and would not allow him to take his younger sister Sally with him.
“My father said, ‘What will happen to all the
Jews will happen to us’.”
Both parents were shot in the town square, but his
brother and sister survived. Sally joined the partisans and Zygmund joined the Red Army, rising to
lieutenant. Krancberg’s story is a harrowing voyage
of friendships, hunger and arrest by Soviet authorities on suspicion of being a German spy.
It took about two months to get to Tajikistan,

Age
73
78
81
85

“with no food, at the mercy of people we told we
were refugees, almost no chance for a bath.”
He and a travelling companion finally made it to
Dushanbe (formerly Stalinabad) and again faced a
spying scare by Russian security services.
Krancberg volunteered to join the free Polish
Army but contracted typhus, ending up in a Russian military hospital. He was disconnected from
the main Polish group and after his release had to
survive on 200 grams of bread a day.
Because he had volunteered to join a “capitalist”
Polish army, which by then had left for Iran, he
was cut off from any role in Russian institutions.
“I was without papers, without a home, turning
around, no one would have anything to do with
me. I slept on a park bench.”
Thanks to helpful new friends, Krancberg survived. His work included crunching dried grapes
to make soft drinks and herding hundreds of
goats on foot around the Pamir mountains to the
abattoir. He learned enough Tajik to become a tax
collector, visiting collective farms on a horse.
Continued on page 6
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Irwin Block

Jhoshua Krancberg’s life is a story of resilience.
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Moving
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• Relocation

Danielle Jasmin

Certified Senior Advisor

514 234-4122

Continued from page 5

As the Red Army pushed west through Romania and into Hungary, he learned his sister and
brother had survived.
When the Germans surrendered in May 1945,
“It was the happiest day of my life.”
In 1946, he returned by train to Warsaw, and
“each Jew kissed each other, like we had come out
of a catastrophe, even though we didn’t know yet
what a catastrophe it had been.”
Krancberg learned bookkeeping in Poland, married and had a son and then started a new life in
Israel. He started out digging ditches for electrical
cables at an amusement park in Jaffa.
As a construction worker, he saved enough
money for a house in K’far Sabah; he became a
bank bookkeeper responsible for loans to kibbutzim, and a daughter was born to his family.
In 1960, he came to Montreal, first working as
a comptroller in a leather company, then in 1977
joined Monit, to work with chairman Elias (Alex)
Kotler.
“Since then, and right up to today, I’m at work
every day, at 7:45 or 8 am.”

And why doesn’t Krancberg retire? “I am stamp
collector, I travel, I read extensively, but it’s not
enough.
“I fulfill myself by having a day of work. I get a
kind of satisfaction from it. I cannot see myself
just going somewhere to kill time.”
He keeps in shape by exercising 20 minutes a
day on the stationary bike.
Though as a teenager he was sympathetic to the
ideals of communism, he says as a result of his
experience under the Soviet regime and his extensive reading,
“I no longer believe in utopias.
“When the Soviet union collapsed, there were
big hopes they would change completely. It didn’t
happen that way, and Russia is moving again toward dictatorship. As for Israel, it can defend itself. They are capable.”
And reflecting on his life here: “When I was in
the Pamir mountains, I didn’t dream of coming
to Canada. I prefer Canada to the U.S., we are a
more democratic and liberal country, with our
own riches.”
irblock@hotmail.com
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“I no longer believe in utopias”

Small delights, little
houses exhibited

Senior Residence

Fulﬁlling Needs
at Every Stage

Miniature Enthusiasts of Montreal is the brainchild of two crafty ladies, Phyllis Fowler Cowan
and Corrine Summers.
The two visited a hobby fair in Chicago and were
inspired to bring the delicate art of miniaturemaking to Montreal in 1978.
“Membership has fluctuated over the years,” the
group says, “but our enthusiasm has not.”
The group meets on the fourth Thursday of
each month at St. Paul’s Anglican Church, 377
44th Ave. in Lachine. Membership is $40 annually. 32nd Annual Exhibition and Sale, Saturday,
March 31, Sunday, April 1. 6500 Côte de Liesse.
$8. mem.miniature.net.

Start
planning
from only

$75
/month

Plan today
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orchestrated

A well suite of services

Extraordinary, limited-time offer

$999

SUPERB
APARTMENTS
from

per
month
on specific
units only

Services AVAIL ABLE à la carte :
• Several meal options – delicious food
prepared by our executive chef
• Full calendar of activities and events
• Housekeeping and personal
laundry services
• Individual service plan for
treatments and medications
• Qualified staff available
24 hours a day for your safety
• Luxurious facilities:
pool, spa, library, computer
and Internet access, fitness centre and more…

West Island /
*Base price
for apartments.
Certain conditions apply.

15, Place de la Triade / 514 695-6695

RESIDENCE SYMPHONIE residencessymphonie .com
A Symphony Senior Living managed community
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Need for women’s day evident
International Women’s Day began
in the early part of the last century
in a drive for gender emancipation, equal rights and equal pay for
work of equal value. It is an official
holiday on March 8 in 30 countries,
including Russia, Cuba and China.
In most countries, women are not
paid equally to that of their male
counterparts; are not present in equal
numbers in business or politics; and
education, health and violence against
them is worse than that of men.
Research by the Conference Board
of Canada shows that although the
gap has narrowed, based on 2005
statistics, men earn 21 per cent more
than women in Canada, compared
with a low of nine per cent in Denmark and high of 32 per cent in Japan.
Recent Statistics Canada data show
that pay differences are wider among
older workers in Canada. Women 25
to 29 employed on a full-time, fullyear basis earned 85 cents for each
dollar received by male counterparts
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•
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•
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A celebration of women

You might already have read our
cover story on the vocal stylings
of Dorothée Berryman (page 3).
We celebrate women throughout
this issue:
A real-estate mentor, p 16
The investing gender gap, p 18
A man in a traditional
woman’s world, p 37
Julia Child held the kitchen door
open for men, p 38
Saluting unsung heroes, p 42
Giving pregnant women
a helping hand, p 42
in 2005. Among women 50 to 54, the
ratio amounted to just 72 cents.
In 1980, 17.8 per cent of women 25
to 29 employed on a full-time, fullyear basis held a university degree,
almost doubling to 34 per cent in
2000, with little change in earnings
ratios.

Medical records set to go online
NEW GENER ATION AND DISTINCTIVE RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX
FOR EARLY RETIREMENT AND SENIOR LIVING

WHEN YOU BUY A CONDO
AT VILLAGIA DE L’ÎLE PATON
• Your monthly charges

are cut in half, compared
to renting.

• We guarantee buyback

THE CHOICE TO BUY OR RENT

of your condo.

• Rent
• Buy
• Rent with option to buy
• Paramedical assistance
• Convalescence
• Trial stay

• You preserve your financial

capital in case of need.

(450) 681-2600

• You guarantee your long-

term financial security.

25 Promenade des Îles
Laval

PROJECT OPERATED BY

450-681-2600

www.villagia.ca
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Your complete medical record is
going to be computerized and accessible in varying degrees to a
range of health-care professionals—unless you object.
Quebecers living in the Montreal
region have until March 26 to object
to their complete medical file being
digitalized. Unless you decline, your
medical history, including prescription drug record, results of exams
and lab tests going back to No-

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

vember 2010, and medical imaging
exams going back to February 2011
will become part of your Quebec
health record.
Information on the project is available in English online at http://bit.
ly/xop5IJ. For written information
to be mailed to you, or to opt out of
the plan, call 1-877-644-4545.
It will also be possible to opt out
after March 26, but those details
have yet to be announced.

C.S.L smokes out air pollution
Irwin Block
Recognizing the danger from second-hand smoke, Côte St. Luc is
about to usher in the toughest antismoking legislation in Quebec.
City council unanimously supported the smoking ban at a regular meeting last month. Once the
signs go up this spring, smoking will
be banned within 20 metres of the
town’s playgrounds, athletic fields
and municipal swimming pool.
Smoking also will be forbidden in
public parks during special events,
such as Canada Day celebrations.
Those who disobey the bylaw face a
$50 fine, doubled for repeat offenders.
City councilor Steven Erdelyi, who
sponsored the bylaw, said “smoke
in a public place, even outdoors, is
a nuisance for all those close to the
smoker. Our new bylaw … makes it

possible for people to better enjoy
outdoors, whether at a child’s soccer
game or at large public events like a
winter carnival activity.”
Responses to the news were mainly
enthusiastic, though some who reacted to news stories wondered
about enforcement. (The city will
depend on the honour system but
reserves the right to issue tickets.
Citizen complaints should spur local
inspectors to act.)
Others complained that pollution
from vehicle exhaust has far greater
toxic potential or said this province
is suffering from over-regulation.
But most who responded online to
the CBC and CTV news stories endorsed the move, saying the right not
to be on the receiving end of someone’s cigarette, pipe or cigar smoke
ought to supersede the individual’s
right to light up.

Thomas More Institute

“If we see you smoking we will assume you are on fire
and take appropriate action.” ~Douglas Adams

3405 Atwater Avenue | Montreal, QC | H3H 1Y2
Tel: 514.935.9585 | Fax: 514.935.3982
www.thomasmore.qc.ca | info@thomasmore.qc.ca

Offering adults the opportunity to read and discuss questions in
literature, history, philosophy, the classics and other liberal arts
SPRING COURSES OFFERED AT OUR DOWNTOWN LOCATION
 Coming Alive

– Darwin, God, and the Roots of Our Vitality
– Taking the Fear Out of Public Speaking

 Conquering Fear/Speaking Confidently



 The Crusades and Their Legacy
 How Poems Work
 Irish Fiction: Where is It Today?
 Language and Identity: A Century of Hebrew Literature
 Love is in the Air: A Musical Journey to Explore the Evolving Western Concepts of Love
 The Pre-Socratics – The Birth of Philosophy
 Seeing Our City Through Sculpture – The Role of Sculptures in Our Public Spaces
SPRING COURSE OFFERED ON THE WEST ISLAND
St. John the Baptist Church | 233 Ste-Claire Ave. | Pointe-Claire


 Faith and Reason
Spring session begins April 2, 2012| To register, please call 514-935-9585

RE

10 Year Term Rates (Renewable, Convertible)
male non-smoker
AGE
50
60
70

$250,000
$32.18
$85.28
$248.18

$500,000
$51.30
$159.30
$491.85

female non-smoker

$1,000,000
$96.39
$309.60
$971.03

* all rates are monthly
** preferred health rates shown
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$23.40
$58.73
$166.28
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$35.37
$109.35
$328.05
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$651.60
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Editorial

Robocall scandal shatters PM’s legitimacy
At last count, Elections Canada had received
about 31,000 complaints of fraudulent electoral
activity prior to last year’s federal election, misdirecting voters as to the location of polling stations or impersonating Liberal canvassers with
late-night calls.
Because of its reach to ridings across Canada
and attempts to cover it up—witness the cellphone
bought by a fictitious Pierre Poutine of Separatist
St.—the robocalls scandal is becoming more grave
as revelations of alleged transgressions emerge.
Voter suppression is among the dirty tricks developed in the U.S. to skew electoral outcomes,
and a scheme the ruling Conservatives appear to
have adopted here in some ridings. Prime Minister Stephen Harper denies it is part of a top-down
strategy, but others disagree.
As the scope of alleged irregularities grows, there
are grounds to question whether this government
got its majority through legitimate means. Certainly, what we know now taints Canada’s reputation and its role in helping organize and supervise
fair and free elections in countries that seek to
replicate our democratic ways.
Independent observers are appalled. Jean-Pierre
Kingsley, Canada’s respected and discreet former
chief electoral officer, says these allegations are
unprecedented in the country’s electoral history,
and appear to be a systematic attempt to deprive
Canadians of the right to vote.
Elections Canada is reported to have broadened
its probe beyond Guelph to include former Responsive Marketing Group (RMG) employees

•
•
•

•
•
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in Thunder Bay, who told the RCMP they were
ordered to direct voters to the wrong polling stations. RMG is a company that handles the Conservatives Party’s computerized voter-identification
system and fundraising.
The latest report suggests that some ridings in
Quebec, where the Conservative candidate had
almost no chance of winning, were given money
from the party and told to use it to pay RMG.
Le Devoir reported that a riding spokesperson
in Rimouski-Neigette-Témiscouta-Les Basques
received no results after being given money by the
party to pay RMG $15,000. It was a similar story
in Chicoutimi-Le-Fjord, where the Conservative
candidate said he only received polling results.
Said Kingsley: “We have never seen anything
like this alleged case in terms of this potential organization and impact in terms of numbers.”
In Montreal, we have seen supporters of Conservative candidate Saulie Zajdel attempt to tar
Liberal MP Irwin Cotler with the brush of antiSemitism. We have seen Conservative supporters
call people in Mount Royal riding to spread the
false rumour that Cotler was planning to resign
and that a by-election was imminent.
The rot in Conservative ranks appears more
widespread than anyone thought and the stolid
image of the Harper government is irrevocably
shaken. Its legitimacy may well hinge on the results of Elections Canada investigations. May its
agents leave no stone unturned.
Voters who received misleading information on
polling station locations or harassing phone calls
allegedly on behalf of a candidate should complain to Elections Canada, at 1-800-463-6868.

Rental law catches up with the realities of senior care services
In November, we discussed how the
law of Quebec sometimes created
problems in determining those
special cases in which a lease could
be terminated upon giving three
months notice. Problems arose
when a person had to leave their
home to enter a residence, because
the law did not define what constituted a “foyer d’hébergement.”
The law has now spoken and new
provisions came into effect on November 30. A residence is now defined in terms of the services it
provides and the three-month notice provision has been reduced to
two months.
Before November 30, a person
could end his lease by giving a threemonth notice that he had been “admitted permanently to a residential
and long-term care centre (centre
d’hebergement) or to a foster home
(foyer d’hébergement).”
The problem was that the courts
did not have proper guidelines with
which to define these institutions,
resulting in a certain amount of inconsistency.
Under the new law, a person can
end his lease by giving a two-month

Legal Ease
Joyce Blond
Frank
B.A., B.C.L., LL.M.

notice that he has been “permanently admitted to a residential and
long-term care centre, to a facility operated by an intermediate resource, to a private seniors’ residence
where the nursing care and personal
assistance services required by his or
her state of health are provided, or
to any other lodging facility, regardless of its name, where such care and
services are provided.”
Personal assistance services are referred to as “services of a personal
nature provided by the lessor to the
lessee” and these services are now
governed by the special rules contained in the Civil Code of Quebec
pertaining to the leases of dwellings.
What is included in these services?
The law provides a temporary answer that will remain valid until a
new regulation is made under the
Health and Social Services Act.

It includes “distribution of medication, invasive care involved in
assistance with activities of daily
living or administering medication,
assistance with and supervision of
eating, personal hygiene, dressing,
locomotion, transferring in and out
of bed or in and out of a chair or a
wheelchair, and using the toilet or a
commode chair, including encouragement to carry out such activities.”
Also included are the services
listed in the form that completes the
mandatory lease form required by
Quebec law.
This additional form must be
signed where the landlord provides special services because of
the personal needs of the tenant.
As mentioned above, the rights and
obligations of landlords and tenants
now also apply to the services rendered, including meals, laundry service, nursing and personal care.
One other important aspect of the
new law is that, where a new or renewed lease includes services of a
personal nature to be provided to
the tenant, the landlord is obliged
to specify that part of the rent which
relates to the cost of such services.
When this lease is terminated, the

tenant will only owe money for those
services that were actually provided.
This means that when a tenant gives
his two-month notice but moves out
a week later, and his premises have
not been leased to another tenant
prior to the notice period, he will be
responsible for the rent owing for the
premises but not for those services
which he did not receive following
his departure.
This is also true when the lease is
cancelled due to death.
As this provision will take effect
with regard to leases entered into or
renewed after November 30, cases
may arise where a two-month notice
to cancel is given but the rent specified in the lease does not distinguish
between the rental amount and the
amount paid for services.
When the issue cannot be resolved,
the courts may be called upon to decide.
Hopefully this legislation will do
what it is supposed to: provide the
rental board with guidelines in deciding cases where a two-month notice to cancel a lease has been given.
It should also ease the financial burden on tenants, their heirs and representatives.
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Sun Youth seniors disenchanted with PM
Daniele Iannarone

Many seniors interviewed at Sun Youth on
St. Urbain say they will not support Stephen
Harper as prime minister if he goes through
with his plan to raise the eligibility age for oldage security to 67 from 65.
Veronica Shattler said Harper isn’t staying true
to his word, since he promised in his 2005 election
campaign that he would preserve the plan.
“Once people hit 60 years old, they can’t wait to
receive their pension,” said Shattler, 67. “Adding
another two years to their wait would be taking
it too far.”
In 2006, more than 14 per cent of Canadians

But wait! There’s more!
Can’t get enough of us? We understand.
For a little extra—more photos, more polls,
more chances to speak to us—
Like us on Facebook.
facebook.com/theseniortimes

For Seniors
Free Workshop on How to Use
Online Government Services

Two Sessions Offered
Fri. April 20, 1 to 3 pm or Fri. May 18, 1 to 3 pm
Advance Registration Required
ATWATER LIBRARY AND COMPUTER CENTRE
1200 Atwater Avenue at Ste. Catherine

were 65 or older. It is projected that in 2041, that
will rise to 23 per cent, representing a large percentage of the voting population.
Shattler believes the government is losing either
way. “If they don’t give the seniors their pensions,
some will be forced to go on welfare,” she said.
Florence Harnois said that she would be more
accepting of the change if the government offered
more.
“We’d want a bit more money because medication costs money,” she said. “They should at least
pay eyes and teeth and stuff so we don’t have to
worry as much.”
Harnois and fellow seniors Marie Godin, Fernande Plante, André Tremblay and Denis Duval
believe the government is taking away what
they’ve earned.
“We worked all our lives to receive our pension,”
Godin said. “And they’re the ones going around
parading in limousines. These people in Parliament don’t realize what it’s like for us because they
get their special pension.”
Harnois is concerned about women living without their husbands; those who don’t work can’t afford to wait the extra two years.
Tony Stewart suggested that many people are
laid off in their early 60s and would have to find
another job until they hit 67. Ernesta Esguerra is
worried for some younger relatives, who are going
to be retiring soon.
“I don’t want my relatives to continue working
until 67,” she said. “It’s unhealthy.”
The seniors expressed hope Harper won’t follow
through. “You need to fight for what you want,”
Shattler said. “If you don’t fight, you get nothing.”

www.atwaterlibrary.ca
514-935-7344 ext. 210

Annual Resource Directory
& Répertoire des ressources

ToTAL TAX
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Consider downsizing as a means of simplifying your lifestyle
As I prepare for my second downLet’s Talk
size in four years, I look around
About It
my condo and am shocked by the
Bonnie
amount of stuff that surrounds me.
I thought I did a decent job of deSandler,
cluttering when I moved to a twoBS.W.
bedroom condo from a three-storey
townhouse. I made a pact with myself to store memories in my heart packing so I don’t spend my life savwithout hanging on to items that ings on osteopathy for my fragile
needed a place to be stored. Lo and back.
behold, I am finding letters and
I have been accused by clients of
knickknacks that have been hidden failing to understand their refusal
away for four years.
to move. Some will admit they feel
Armed with an e-reader and digi- their quality of life would improve in
tal camera, I no longer need tons a residence with social activity, acof shelving for books and photo al- cess to care assistance, regular meals
bums. I have kept one miniature and no daily chores.
shoe to remind me of the full colBut they explain that they feel comlection. Clothes not worn for two fortable in their home. I offer the
years will be donated. With each box assistance of individuals who spethat leaves my life, I feel lighter and cialize in helping seniors downsize,
freer. My new home will have empty sort through their possessions, sell
spaces surrounded by possessions what they no longer need and help
that I love but also serve a purpose. plan their new home.
While I love the excitement, the
Sometimes the senior still refuses
process of moving and packing is to make the move. Excuses range
overwhelming and exhausting. I from: the task is too great at their
have hired someone to conduct a age; they don’t want to leave the
moving sale for me, a decorator to home they have lived in for decades;
help with
planning my new space
they feel
their memories are tied with
2012.03 Lecture Series CJN.pdf
1
12-02-21
11:18 AM
and someone to assist with heavy their home; they see what they have

collected over their lifetimes and are
unable to imagine life without them.
I get it, I really do. And as long as
someone is able to stay in their home
safely, there is no argument.
I tell them to look at their large
vase with the blue and yellow butterflies and assure them that neither
their children nor their grandchildren will want it. They have heard
this message from their loved ones
but still refuse to believe it.
I hope my daughter appreciates
my downsizing, ridding my life of
possessions that will one day be-

come her heavy burden to deal with
(hopefully not for a very long time).
Maybe one day I will be like George
Clooney in the movie Up In the Air,
living in a stark apartment with no
personal possessions other than
what I can carry in a suitcase. Actually, I hope not!
But the idea of fewer possessions
and simplifying my lifestyle makes
me feel free to travel and engage in
other activities. My next article will
be written from my smaller condo.
Wish me luck!
bonniesandler@gmail.com

Goals and Well-Being in Couples
Study Participants Needed
Dr. Wrosch, of the Psychology Department at Concordia University, is conducting a
research project on the regulation of goals in young, middle-aged, and older couples
(married or cohabitating), aged 18 years and older. The study involves completing
questionnaires, once a year for three years (compensation = $30 per person for each
session, lasting between 1-2 hours). If you would like to participate in this study,
please call: 514-848-2424 ext. 2236 or email: mtlcouplesstudy@gmail.com
Please note: participation in this study will take place at the Loyola campus,
located at 7141 Sherbrooke Street, West, in N.D.G. We will
be adding a location at the downtown campus at a later date.

T12-8906-ARSC-adv-wrosch-senior-times-1A.indd 1
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of the following health centres?
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Richardson Hospital, CLSC René-Cassin,
CLSC de NDG-Montréal-Ouest,
Henri-Bradet, St. Andrew's,
Father-Dowd or St. Margaret's Residence
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The CSSS Cavendish Users' Committee
is here to help. We can:
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- Inform you of your rights and protect
your interests.
- Improve the quality of your health and
social services.
- Assist you in filing a complaint.

call today (514) 484-7878 (ext. 1728)
All calls are confidential.
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Festivity, legal or illicit, has always been part of Montreal’s psyche

While Montreal has given the
planet Céline Dion, Leonard
Cohen, Arcade Fire, Oscar Peterson, Mordecai Richler, Cirque du
Soleil and UbiSoft, the city’s socalled seedier side predominates.
Montreal’s century-long reputation
as Canada’s “sin city”—a wide-open
place where you can enjoy any vice,
proscribed or not, day and night—
has been hard to shake. Not that it
especially wants to.
While the city is no longer as wildly
licentious it as was during Prohibition
or the ’40s, a more mainstream atmosphere of sex, drugs and rock’n’roll
blankets the downtown area.
Women strut their stuff more
boldly than in any other Canadian
city—bared cleavage and tight derrières and legs galore; indeed “the
women of Montreal” has become a
cliché, a selling point for ogling visitors. (Ooh-la-la!)
As for booze and other drugs, there’s
a brasserie or bar on virtually every
downtown block, and with them are
pushers of more illegal fare. Where
once there were rivalries between
gambling moguls, they seem almost
comic compared with the brutal drug
gang wars that have beset Montreal
over the past decade or so.
Today Montreal is branded as a
city of festivals—the Montreal International Jazz Festival is the world’s
largest, the model—but festivity,
legal or illicit, has always been part
of the collective psyche.
A recent report that discovered
Montrealers work only 80 per cent
as hard as Torontonians was not
greeted with embarrassment but,
rather, hailed as indicative of the citizenry’s “joie de vivre.”

Photo: Weekend Magazine, photographer unknown; Wikimedia Commons

Juan on
Juan
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Rodriguez

Montreal’s Gayety Theatre was the headquarters of stripper Lili St-Cyr (above),
who was one of Montreal’s main cultural attracts. Others who escaped to our city
included Frank Sinatra (bottom left) and Dean Martin.

Beacons of Montreal’s
Little Harlem district
featured elaborate
floor shows and,
if you slipped the maitre
d’ a fin, a lot more.
Thus, beer is a huge part of that
psyche.
It’s the city where the Molson family became a powerhouse, especially
because of its association with the
Montreal Canadiens; a cup will set
you back $10 at the Bell Centre.
Chansonnier Raymond Lévesque’s
lament, À Saint-Henri, conveyed the
working-class context for the brew, in
which “bière” rhymes with “misère.”
Yet it’s a far cry from the woolly
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war years, where servicemen were
on the prowl in “cherchez la femme”
mode. In 1944, the downtown area
around Ste. Catherine from du Bullion to Stanley was proscribed out
of bounds, declared a state of emergency because of sexually transmitted diseases and whatnot.
Montreal was where Frank Sinatra
escaped in the early ’50s, when his
career had hit rock bottom, to while
away the wee small hours over his
doomed love for Ava Gardner, after
playing at the Bellevue Casino on
Ontario St.’s strip of gambling dens
and brothels.
Café St-Michel and Rockhead’s
Paradise, the two beacons of Montreal’s Little Harlem district, on opposite sides of Mountain and St.
Antoine, featured elaborate floor
shows and, if you slipped the maitre
d’ a fin, a lot more.
The city never slept, dating back to
when it was a Prohibition Era magnet. Hello Montreal, a 1928 dittie
(words by Billy Rose & Mort Dixon,
music by Harry Warren), put it this
way: “Speak easy, speak easy / And

tell the bunch / I won’t go east, got
a different hunch / I’ll be leaving in
the summer and I won’t be back till
fall. Goodbye Broadway, hello Montreal.”
“The scale of Montreal’s nightclub
industry during its peak in the late
1940s and early 1950s was staggering,” writes John Gilmore in Swinging in Paradise, his definitive history
of jazz in Montreal.
“Musicians swear there were literally hundreds of clubs in the city offering some kind of show.”
“You could literally play two jobs
a night, from 9 to 1 and then 1 to
5 or so,” Paul Bley told me in 1978,
over a smoked meat at the late, lamented Ben’s, torn down a couple
of years ago to make way for some
postmodern office tower, the kind of
style every city has now.
The city even made it into a fabled
Lenny Bruce routine in which he
played a second-rate comic, Frank
Dell, who longed to play a “class
joint,” the London Palladium: “I
can’t keep going back to Montreal!”
Bruce played the old Gayety Theatre (now the prestigious Théatre
du Nouveau Monde) in the city’s
red-light district near St. Laurent.
The usherettes might not have understood Lenny’s spritz, his bits, but
they handed him expert stand-up
sexual favours.
The Gayety had been headquarters
for stripper Lili St-Cyr, who, with
her diaphanous bathtub, was one of
Montreal’s main cultural attractions
across North America.
Dean Martin fit right in: mooching
his way along the city’s nightlife.
“He was a very hard-to-get-alongwith type,” recalled Norm Silver of
the legendary Esquire Show Bar on
Stanley. “He was into the sauce in
those days, always asking the staff
to buy him a meal or a drink, getting loans without paying them
back, generally taking advantage of
people.”
A sign that city hall was eager to
clean up the city’s image came in the
mid-’70s when police raided the Esquire and removed its liquor license
for allegedly allowing prostitutes to
hang out there.
“It’s hypocritical,” cried Norm Silver over his last remaining bottle
of whiskey. “Look across the street,
what do they advertise? Topless!”
Now places like Wanda’s, near the
Crescent glitz strip, make every hour
Happy Hour with “danseuses exotiques.”
Then again, why pay good money
when life on Montreal streets is so
much more, uh, vivid.
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Destiny brought me a mentor
The first time I met Danielle Parent
was in the fall of 2006, on the day I
quit my job.
I was living in Montreal, didn’t
know any French and wondered
what I was going to do. Who was
going to hire me? Friends invited
me for dinner and drinks to help
ease my mind, and Danielle Parent
dropped in. She was a real-estate
broker and owner her own company,
Groupe Sutton-Danou Inc.
I asked for her help renting my
condo because I planned to go back
to Ottawa, where most of my family
lived. I didn’t know it then, but she was
going to be a huge influence in my life.
She introduced me to Christophe
Folla, president of Sutton Quebec,
the agency for which I now work.
She introduced me to other brokers,
including her sister, brother-in-law
and many of her friends.
She helped me find the best school
for real-estate agents and to study for
exams. She provided me with educational material to enhance the material that I learned in the classroom,
which would give me an edge over
my colleagues once we all graduated.
Working with Danielle, who at the
time had been a broker for 25 years,
made me more knowledgeable, confident and effective. I learned that
it is easy to get a bad reputation but
difficult to earn a good one. I learned
to incorporate her negotiation skills

Real Estate
Realities
Daniel Smyth
with my own, making me more effective in getting the bottom line for my
clients. I learned the importance of
fairness, transparency and communication when working with other
brokers and to always give half of the
commission to a collaborating broker.
The importance of this last issue
for the seller is so paramount, that
it eventually became necessary for a
listing broker to declare in writing
to the seller what percentage of the
commission would be given to a collaborating broker.
I will never forget how nervous I
was during my first real-estate transaction. Danielle put me at ease and
helped me write the offer. Her sister
represented the seller; I the buyer.
The transaction was smooth like silk.
Danielle taught me about the different markets, residential and commercial. Like her, my qualifications
enable me to sell any type of property in Quebec.
Call it fate or destiny that I met
Danielle at a time in my life when
I was lost and alone, not knowing
which direction to turn. I owe her a
huge debt of gratitude.

Special offer *
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*Offer ends March 30th, 2012
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Regulate sugar like tobacco,
American researchers urge
Kristine Berey

Just a spoonful of sugar might
make the medicine go down,
but according to a recent study
published in the February issue
of Nature, having too much sugar
might lead to the need to take medicine in the first place.
The authors of the study, an interdisciplinary team of scientists
trained in endocrinology, sociology
and public health working out of the
University of California in San Francisco (UCSF), would like to see the
sweet substance controlled like alcohol and tobacco.
As with cigarettes, anecdotal evidence has warned against exessive
sugar for decades. It has so far been
seen as “empty calories” that leave
little room for nutrition.
But the researchers say that the
damage from sugar mirrors the
damage done by alcohol, which, they
note, is a distillation of sugar. The
negative effects of too much sugar
include changed metabolism, raised
blood pressure, altered signaling of
hormones and, like alcohol, significant damage to the liver.
“Sugar is toxic beyond its calories,”
says researcher Dr. Robert Lustig, a
professor of pediatrics in the division of endocrinology at the UCSF
Benioff Children’s Hospital and director of the Weight Assessment of
Teen and Child Health Program at
UCSF. At his centre for obese kids,
he has seen physically overweight
but nutritionally starved youngsters
with serious liver damage.
“As long as the public thinks that
sugar is just ‘empty calories,’ we have
no chance in solving this,” he says.
There is a huge gap between the

public perception of sugar as a benign substance and the emerging
science revealing its consequences,
says researcher Laura Schmidt, professor of health policy at UCSF. She
believes the public must be better
informed.
The team’s suggestion to limit the
use of sugar like alcohol and cigarettes through raising taxes and
controlling access has been met by
criticism by those who say it interferes with the public’s right to choose
what they will consume.
“We’re not talking prohibition,”
Schmidt says.
According to the Canadian Sugar
Institute, Canadians consume about
63 grams of sugar per day, listed as
glucose, dextrose, fructose, maltose,
high fructose corn syrup and sucrose,
usually topping the ingredient lists of
packaged foods. The United Nations
has stated that in every country that
has adopted the Western diet—one
dominated by low-cost highly processed food—has experienced rising
rates of obesity and related diseases
constituting the metabolic syndrome:
diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular illness, cancer and dementia.
Obesity is not the cause, says the
announcement, it is a marker for
metabolic dysfunction in which diet,
more explicitly sugar as the study
demonstrates, is implicated.
The researchers would like to limit,
“or ideally, ban” television commercials for products with added sugars
and urge the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to move toward change.
They would like to see sugar removed
from the “Generally Regarded as
Safe” list, which allows manufacturers
to add unlimited amounts of foods on
this list to their products.
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Dave Watts, bass; Josh Rager, piano – a tribute to Billy Taylor – (TSH) 10$
15/16/17 @ 7:30 p.m. and 18 @ 2:00 p.m. - Opera McGill presents
Monteverdi’s L’Incoronazione di Poppea: Patrick Hansen, Director of Opera
Studies; McGill Baroque Orchestra, Hank Knox, conductor - (PH) $20 / $15
26 @ 8:00 p.m. - McGill Jazz Orchestra II: Ron Di Lauro, director – (TSH) $10
28 @ 7:30 - McGill Jazz Orchestra I: Gordon Foote, director – (PCH) $10
28 @ 7:30 p.m. - McGill Staff and Guests Series:
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30 @ 7:30 p.m. - McGill Contemporary Music Ensemble:
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Box Office – 514.398.4547 – www. mcgill.ca/music/events
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Happy St. Pat’s, Montreal!

Montreal celebrates St. Patrick’s Day
on March 18 with a downtown parade.
Send pictures of yourself getting into
the Irish spirit and we’ll share them
on our new Facebook page,
facebook.com/theseniortimes.
Send photos to editor@theseniortimes.com

Schedule a complimentary
portfolio review.
Deborah H Leahy

www.edwardjones.com
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.
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R E N TA L A PA R T M E N T S
Domaine Bellerive
1 Place de la Belle-Rive, Chomedey
CALL NOW: 450-686-2280
Heat, hot water, fridge, stove and dishwaher included!

Many amenities, situated directly on the waterfront, minutes to the Island of Montreal!
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Buy! Sell! and the gender gap
Several years ago, a book titled Men
Are From Mars, Women Are From
Venus was quite popular. It argues
that men and women are vastly different, particularly in their emotional needs and in the way they
communicate. While not everyone
agrees with the notion that men
and women might as well be from
different planets, most of us concur
that the genders frequently behave
differently—and this divergence in
behaviour may also show up in the
way we invest.
Studies and anecdotal evidence
suggest these differences in the way
that men and women invest:
Men tend to buy and sell investments more frequently than
women. This difference could result
in an advantage for female investors,
who might incur fewer commission
charges, fees and other expenses, all
of which can eat into investment returns.
Also, by holding investments longer, women may be able to take
better advantage of market rallies.
During the 2008-09 financial crisis,
for example, men were more likely
than women to sell shares at market lows, which led to bigger losses
among male traders—and fewer
gains when some of the stock values
began to rise, according to a study by
Vanguard, a mutual fund company.
Men tend to invest more aggressively. Perhaps not surprisingly, men
seem to be more willing to take risks.
On the positive side, risk is associated with reward, so the more aggressive the investment, the greater
the potential for growth.
On the negative side, taking too
much risk pretty much speaks for itself. Ideally, all investors—men and
women—should stick with investments that fit their individual risk
tolerance.
Women are more likely to look
at the “big picture.” Although male
and female investors want informa-

Financial
Fitness
Deborah
Leahy
tion, women seem to take a more
“holistic” approach—instead of focusing strictly on performance statistics, they tend to delve deeper
into their investments’ background,
competitive environment and other
factors.
This quest for additional knowledge may help explain why all-female investment clubs have achieved
greater returns than all-male clubs,
according to a study by the National
Association of Investors Corp.,
which represents thousands of investment clubs across the country.
Men might be more optimistic
about financial markets. Some
studies show that men are more
optimistic about key economic indicators and future stock market
performance.
Optimism can be a valuable asset
when it comes to investing; if you
have confidence in the future, you’re
more likely to invest for it, and continue investing. On the other hand,
false optimism may lead to overconfidence, which can have negative
results.
Neither men nor women have a
monopoly on positive investment
behaviours; each can learn something from the other.
Ultimately, it’s your decision-making, not your X or Y chromosomes,
that will determine your ability to
make progress toward your longterm goals. Educate yourself about
your choices, and get the help you
need from a financial professional as
you invest through the years.
Deborah Leahy is an investment
adviser with Edward Jones,
specializing in assisting seniors.

League of Extraordinary Greyhounds matches racers, human friends
When the Houston Ballet brought
its production of Giselle to Montreal’s Place des Arts in 2006, they
asked the West Island’s Greyhound
Rescue Quebec to loan them greyhounds to appear onstage with the
dancers, to add their natural elegance and a note of canine period
authenticity to the performance.
Group volunteer Donna Deskin
viewed the invitation as a golden opportunity to educate the public about
greyhounds, and headed to the theatre with her two rescued hounds.
“The audience just loved the greyhounds and the dancers couldn’t get
over how well-behaved they were,”
Deskin recalls. Theatre management
supplied a table where she could meet
audience members during intermission with her dogs, and the happy result was she found four new homes
for retired racers that evening.
The experience encouraged Deskin
to realize her dream of starting her
own N.D.G.-based greyhound rescue, and she soon became creator of
The League of Extraordinary Greyhounds, or T-Legs.
Groups like Deskin’s work pro-
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S.R. Fitch

Donna Deskin’s Logan relaxes during a meet and greet in Westmount.

actively with the racetracks, racing kennels and adoption kennels,
forming a vital link between potential adopters and the thousands of
retired racers in need of homes annually worldwide. T-Legs has found
homes for 286 retired racers so far.
Deskin and her team of volunteers
hold regular public meet-and-greets
with their dogs, called Greyhound
Gatherings, where they try to dispel some persistent myths about the
breed, such as that greyhounds as
pets need vast amounts of exercise.
It is the retired racers’ frequent fond-

ness for curling up on the sofa to
nap or snuggle beside their favourite
humans that has earned them the
nickname “45 mph couch potatoes.”
Because they are sprinters and not
long distance runners, they require
no more exercise than the average
dog, but must always be walked on
a leash to prevent them from taking
off at top speed into unfamiliar hazards such as city traffic.
Some mistake the greyhound’s reserved nature for aloofness, but it
is indicative of their natural politeness, which makes them an excellent

choice for first-time dog owners.
A veteran T-Legs organizer learned
something new about greyhounds
when he was faced with a major
health crisis last year. Lenny Berlin
was recuperating at home following
triple-bypass heart surgery when his
family’s four greyhounds decided to
keep a constant watch at his bedside.
“That’s when I learned how empathic these dogs are. I didn’t look
that different, but they knew something important was happening with
me. I used to kid them, ‘How can I
get well with your four long sad faces
looking at me all day?’ I call greyhounds ‘love sponges’.”
T-Legs screening and adoption
services continue year round, with
Deskin bringing new adopters to
the kennel at Northern Greyhound
Adoptions in Vermont.
“Don’t just pick out a dog from our
website based on colour or weight
or the look of the dog,” she advises.
“When you come to the kennel, take
the time to get to know the personality of the individual greyhound
you’re interested in, because each
one is unique, just like us.”
The League of Extraordinary Greyhounds: t-legs.com, 514-239-2513.
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A futile search for the elusive singing Jews of India

Oh yes, even in a country dense with cows and
priests and temples, mosques, vast jungles, elephants, minarets, arduous bus rides and busybody bureaucrats who drove my girlfriend and
I totally insane after two weeks, we knew that we
needed Fort Cochin.
Deep in the backwaters of Kerala—a province better-educated, denser, more left-wing and
poorer—called. We had to rest in Cochin, because
India was driving us to the loony bin.
“Why Kerala?” Stella asked.
“Spices!” I exclaimed. “Vasco da Gama came
here to get spices. He was buried until the Portuguese took the body away. Spices! The Dutch were
here to plant coffee and harvest spices. And then
they went away.”
“And the Jews?” Stella asked.
“I guess spices. I don’t know yet. We’ll find out.”
The Jews were a footnote to Fort Cochin in the
textbooks. But I knew they had a synagogue amid
what was still called Jewtown, on Fort Cochin island. I knew that in the main market on the mainland was Jew Street. And I’d heard of other places.
I made the mistake of asking the landlord of our
inn about the Jews. Like Archie Bunker, Bernard,
of Portuguese descent, hated everybody. “Don’t
trust the Hindus,” he said. “The Moslems are all AlQa’ida.” And the Jews? “The worst of all. They come
here and sit on the balcony and sing all night.”
“Every Jew sings all night?”
“Yes, all of them.”
Making a new note to the Protocols of the Elders
of Zion, I did my own research, starting in the
famed Jewtown Temple. But a manuscript from
the Kerala History Association gave some interesting hints. The Jews arrived sometime around
the 5th century, probably driven from today’s
Babylon and Persia.
This was not legend. For in an ancient synagogue
far from Fort Cochin, I discovered a monument
dating back to the 12th century. The date was an
understatement. A first-century poem of southern
India speaks of a Jewish merchant who lived there
and Saint Thomas himself spoke of his neighbours
the Jews when he came to convert the “natives.”
This was in what is now a town called Cranagore,
where the Jews were given license to live—and
probably helped govern. The Portuguese and
Moors, jealous of the success of the Jews, massacred almost all of them in 1524.
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Our Man In
New York India
Harry Rolnick

After a horse-cart ride and walk through the jungle, Harry Rolnick finally finds signs to the synagogue.

That was when they turned to the settlement of
Cochin and the spice trade. Today, walking through
Jewtown, you can see the old warehouses where the
Jews and Portuguese stored cumin and peppers,
where the scent of cardamom haunts the air.
But now come the monuments. Most obvious
were the synagogues in Jewtown. No photos are
allowed, which is a shame, for every one of the
Chinese tiles here tells a different story. (Salman
Rushdie tells of a delusional Jew recalling the history of his people through the tiles.)
The synagogue holds services, and the cemetery
is nearby, but nobody could tell me if Jews still
lived in the area.
I found more in Jew Street on the mainland, opposite the island. There, amid shops selling shmattas and candles, hardware and saddles, was a tiny
building with a grated door and some Hebrew lettering along with a sign: “To open the synagogue,
please go to the candy store two lanes from here.”
There was no candy store. But the mantra of India,
whenever you wish to find something, is: “Go to
the end of the block, turn right and ask anybody.”

The most extraordinary synagogue was two
hours from Cochin on a bumpy bus ride. No English was spoken, but when I reached the end of the
line, somebody understood the word “synagogue.”
“Ten kilometres, by the water, near the mosque.”
A man in a horse cart drove me eight kilometres through the jungle. I walked the other two
kilometres to a village, and at the end of the village was a lane leading to a lagoon, one of Kerala’s
famed backwaters. I was nowhere.
“Synagogue?” I asked a flock of herons. No answer.
Walking back, I saw the sign with an arrow pointing to mosque and synagogue and went down a
path into Chennamangalam Synagogue. The ancient stone epitaph with Hebrew was outside.
It was built in 1614. If the pictures displayed on
the walls are true, the Jews intermarried with the
Indian population and on the holiday of Simchas
Torah, the Books of the Pentateuch were paraded
through the village, with the Hebrew translated
into Malayalam, the language of Kerala.
Hitchhiking back from the village that breathed
the palms and waters and verdant greenery of the
Book of Solomon, I was guided to an old street
inhabited only by Brahmins, the highest caste. I
asked one about the Jewish community.
He remembered his grandfather, who told of
conversing with “those strange people” but enjoying the talk of god, gods and men. Today, he said,
they probably have gone abroad.
The buildings remain, hidden in the metropolis
and out in the jungle. That was my favourite.
Nearby, a boy played a flute, a few women
walked by, and a boat with spices slowly made its
way through the water. The Jews had come, prospered, left …
But in this part of India, they were nothing except a small spoke on the Eternal Wheel of Life.

Thinking of selling your home?
Wonder what your property is worth in today’s market?
We have the tools to help you make the right decision!
Call us for a FREE home evaluation
Sophie Bertheau
Tel. 514.963.4955

www.immomonica.com
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Monica Rzemien
Tel. 514.738.5777

Top 10% of agents in Royal Lepage

The etymological ingredients of food aren’t always appetitizing
The Word
Nerd
Howard
Richler
the fruit in the mid-17th century, because of its similarity in shape to a
pine cone.
Another fruit named for its perceived appearance was the “coconut.”
When 15th-century Portuguese explorers discovered this delicacy in
the Indian Ocean islands, they fancied that the three little indentations
at the base of the large nut looked
like eyes. Thinking that these three
“eyes” gave the nut the appearance
of a grinning face, they named it the
“coconut,” coca being the Portuguese
word for a grimacing face.
These fruits, however, have tepid
etymologies compared with the
avocado, which ultimately derives
from the Nahuatl language of South
America where it was given the
name ahuacatl, “testicle,” because of
the similarity in shape. The Spanish
conquistadors absorbed this word
originally as aguacate but before long
the word morphed into avocado, the
Spanish word for “advocate.”
In the name of etymological propriety, one might be particularly re-
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In his book Crazy English, wordsmith Richard Lederer makes us
question the ingredients of many
of our foods. After all, there’s no
egg in eggplant, no peas or nuts in
peanuts, and blackberries are green
and then red before they are ripe.
How can we trust the fruits we eat
when a grapefruit has nothing to do
with grape and a pineapple doesn’t
seem to be related to a pine tree or
an apple? Are strawberries named
for straw? What about raspberries?
In the case of “strawberry,” etymologists are divided on the meaning of
“straw.” Whereas some believe it derives from an obsolete sense of the
word “small piece of chaff,” referring
to the external seeds, others think it
derives from the fact that the plant’s
runners resemble straws. “Raspberry” derives from an obsolete English word for the fruit “raspis.”
The designations “grapefruit” and
“pineapple” highlight the fact that
often words are named for seemingly peculiar perceptions. The only
resemblance between a grapefruit
and a grape is that both are grown
in clusters but this was enough for
it to be called “grapefruit.” An apple
must have been deemed to be the
generic fruit for a long time because
by the 13th century, the term “pineapple” was applied in English to “a
pine cone.” The word was applied to

This doesn’t look at all like an apple.

sistant to eating vanilla ice cream.
In Elizabethan England, vanilla was
thought to have aphrodisiac properties because the sheath-like shape of
the pod of the plant bore a resemblance to the vagina. Nor were the
English alone in this gynecological
perception, as the word “vanilla”
comes from the Spanish for “little
vagina.” Similarly, you might not
want to know that vermicelli is a
form of the Italian word for worm,
verme. It is so named because when
heated, it expands and exudes what
resembles small worms.
Also not particularly appetizing
is the etymology of pumpernickel

bread. This coarse bread is the progeny of the unholy union of the New
High German, pumpern, “to break
wind” and nickel, “goblin” or “devil.”
It was claimed that if you ate pumpernickel you’d fart like the devil. The
aubergine, on the other hand, enjoys
an anti-flatulent heritage. It began its
life as the Sanskrit vatinganah that referred to the lack of gas it produces. It
went through a transcontinental migration to become the Catalan alberginia, and finally French aubergine.
Occasionally this process can also
work in reverse; a non-food word
can derive from a food. If sausage
represents one of your favourite
foods, it behooves me to relate that
your bowels are etymologically “little sausages.” The word comes from
the Latin botellus, which meant “intestine” or “little sausage.” It is said
that the Romans used the same word
for intestine as sausage because soldiers noticed a distinct resemblance
of the slashed stomachs of their slain
comrades to sausages.
Bon appetit.
hrichler@gmail.com
Howard Richler’s From Gay (Happy)
to Gay (Homosexual) and other mysterious semantic shifts will be published
by Ronsdale Press in 2013.
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Heimish Atmosphere - Attentive & Caring Staff
Independent & Assisted Living Within a Supportive Environment
Synagogue & Kosher Kitchen - Full Social Activities Program

Make Manoir King David Your Home
5555 Trent, Côte St. Luc, tel: 514-486-1157 • www.manoirkingdavid.com
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~Maya Angelou

Le Noble Condominiums
New Luxury Condos – 1 & 2 Bedroom suites
In the heart of historic Pointe-Claire Village
At the corner of Lanthier and de Lourdes
Just steps away from Lake St-Louis
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Available Summer 2012
Le Noble offers:
• A nicer location (walk to all amenities, quieter, safer)
• Better views (lake, parks, golf course, bowling green)
• More comfortable living (central heat and A/C,
clean filtered air exchangers)
• Greater privacy (only 2 suites per floor, solid concrete
construction, private elevator)
• More spacious rooms and 2 large balconies per unit
• Lower condo fees

Visit: lenoblecondominiums.com
Call: (514) 630-9852

Activist and artist remembered, honoured
Byron Toben

Now that the 2012 Academy Awards have ended,
we remember the 1979 documentary winner,
Paul Robeson: Tribute to an Artist, narrated by
Sidney Poitier.
Robeson, who died in 1976, was a renaissance
man of the 20th century. He was a scholar, athlete,
lawyer, leading stage and film actor and concert
singer, as well as the most prominent civil rights
activist 30 years before the movement of the 1960s.
He performed often in Canada, selling out 13
times in Montreal between 1932 and 1948.
In 1942, he sang to 12,000 people at the Forum
on a program that included a speech by Eleanor
Roosevelt. Also reciting a poem at that event was
8-year-old local Stan Asher, now a radio host at
Radio Centreville.
Robeson raised funds for Americans for the
Second World War effort. But four years after
the Allied victory, the U.S. government illegally
withdrew his passport because of his civil-rights
work. His bookings dropped, his income plummeted, he was removed from the All-American
Football Hall of Fame and relegated to performing in church basements or union halls.
His return to Montreal was at the smallish Arbeiter Rink (today’s La Sala Rossa).
In 1978, James Earl Jones portrayed him in a
one-man show. Although a TV version aired in
1982, apparently no one attempted another oneman show until 2002, when Dawson professor
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“How important it is for us to recognize
and celebrate our heroes and she-roes!”

Picture of Paul Robeson at the National Archives.

Tom Fox did so. He repeated it on March 1 at
the Atwater Library to benefit the Black Theatre
Workshop.
Only after renowned biographer Martin Duberman wrote his classic biography of Robeson in
1988 and the U.S. government issued a 37-cent
postage stamp in 2004 did enough interest develop so that after the election of President Barack
Obama in 2008, other fine actor singers developed
one-man shows, some à la Hal Holbrook with
Mark Twain.

GUIDE TO SENIOR LIVING: APTS/CONDOS

Le Noble Condominium

KMS Properties

Phone: 514-630-9852
Email: rsnowdon@notarius.net
Contact: Robert Snowdon
Capacity: 3 1/2, 4 1/2
Included: fireplace, 2 bathrooms, front and back terrace,
air conditioning
Service: indoor parking, laundry in condo
Nearby: Metro/bus, CLSC, pharmacy, boutiques,
dépanneur, banks
Price: $240,000-$375,000

Phone: 514-688-5936
Contact: Caroline
Size: 3 1/2, 4 1/2
Nearby: bus, shopping, dépanneur, parks, highway
20, Lakeshore
Services: laundry in basement, indoor parking
Includes: heat, hot water, stove, fridge and locker
Pets: no dogs (exception: cats only)
Price: 3 1/2 $680+, 4 1/2 $800+

2 St-Joseph Ave., Montreal

Jardins Victoria Lachine

455 Bourke Ave., Dorval

2200 rue Victoria
Phone: 514-800-3080
Email: sales@jardinsvictoria.com
Contact: Olivia Boussard
Services: indoor parking, laundry in condo
Includes: 1 bathroom, front terrace, back terrace
Nearby: metro, bus, CLSC, pharmacy, Shopping mall,
dépanneur, bank
Pets: allowed
Price: $159,000-$290,000

Domaine Bellerive

Domaine des Arches

Lanthier Royal Apartments

Phone: 450-686-2280
Email: louer@capreit.net
Website: www.caprent.net/MTL
Contact: Rental offices
Capacity: 4 1/2, 5 1/2
Included: 1 & 2 bathroom available, all
appliances, heating
Services: indoor parking, indoor pool,
exercise room, restaurant/café
Nearby: metro/bus, pharmacy, CLSC,
shopping mall/boutiques, dépanneur,
banks
Pets: some pets allowed
Price: 3 1/2 - $700, 4 1/2 - $945

Phone: 514-744-7373
Fax: 514-744-3455
Email: info@domainedesarches.com
Website: www.domainedesarches.com
Contact: Charlie Albano
Capacity: 3 1/2, 4 1/2, 5 1/2 condos
Included: central heat & A/C, private
elevator, 2 large balconies per unit,
storage locker
Nearby: Lake St-Louise, parks, golf
course, Village, Church, walk to all
amenities
Price: call for details

Phone: 514-695-5253
Email: rentals@capreit.net
Website: www.caprent.com
Contact: Madeleine St. Jean
Capacity: 108 apartments
Included: air-conditioning, electricity,
hot water, heating, stove, fridge,
dishwasher
Services: resident manager on site,
24hr emergency number available
Nearby: all the conveniences, golf, park
Activities: outdoor pool
Pets: no
Price: 2 bedrooms starting at $1309

1 Place de la Belle-Rive, Laval

11, 131 Meighen
Pierrefonds

Le Graham

1935 Graham Blvd, TMR

Phone: 514-341-5353 • Fax: 514-341-9971
Email: info@legraham.ca
Contact: Louise Labonté
Capacity: 144 apartments
Care: autonomous, semi-autonomous
Security: call bells, security alarms, 24h, cameras
Medical: 24h medical staff, weekly doctor visit
Nearby: train station, park, SAQ, banks, library,
restaurants
Services: hairdresser, pedicure, manicure
Activities: classes, concerts, outings, games, fitness,
conferences Food: not included/gourmet restaurant
Housekeeping: not included
Pets: none Price: from $1400

321 Lanthier Ave
Pointe-Claire

Your Dream Condo in Lachine
Phase 1 – Dlvy Winter 2012
Phase 2 – Dlvy Fall 2012

jardinsvictoria.ca

514 800-3080

2200, Victoria Street, Lachine, Québec
(CORNER OF 21ST AVENUE)
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Embrace change, but get help with it

The Montclair Residence

Moving to a seniors’ residence is a
big decision. There are numerous
factors to consider, such as leaving
a place you have grown accustomed
to for many years, parting with belongings that have surrounded you
forever, and recognizing and accepting that the change is part of a
positive step; a new beginning and
a continual journey.
Last year, we lived that experience
with a close family member who lost
a loved one after 50-plus years of
marriage. The decision to move to a
residence was a fairly easy one. The
question was how to go about selecting the right place and how to deal
with the monumental task of packing
up and selling a house after 40 years.
Big decisions: What to keep and what
to give away? We learned that there
were many resources available to
make this transition an easier one.
The first thing I recommend when
shopping for a residence is to budget
prior to making the move. Typically
the proceeds from the sale of your
house and other accumulated assets,
plus your pensions need to be factored
into your decision. Shop around for a
residence. Give them a test run. Many
residences will allow you to move in
temporarily to try their facilities. Location, surroundings, size of the unit,
activities, friends, security, and most
importantly the menu will all determine which one is for you.

Common
Cents
Ivan Cons
Once you have made your choice,
the rest will fall into place.
I strongly recommend using an interior decorator to help you visualize the move. Most residences have a
designer they work with who knows
how to put the apartments together
with your existing furniture. They
come in and measure all your furniture to determine what will fit and
how it is to be placed in your new
surroundings. They will even hang
all your pictures and photos. In addition, there are services that can
pack and unpack your belongings
so when you arrive in your new surroundings, it is as if you have lived
there for a long time.
There are many highly reputable
moving companies that specialize in
moving seniors.
Finally, once moved in, take advantage of all the facilities the residence
has to offer. Chances are you will
make new friends and try new activities that you would not even have
considered doing in the past.
Life is about change: adapting,
evolving and enjoying.

INCONTINENCE
PRODUCTS

The Salvation Army Montclair Residence
For further information, please call

Vicky Stewart

514-481- 5638 (710)

4413 Montclair Ave., Montreal (NDG) H4B 2J4
Owned and operated by The Salvation Army
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10%
DISCOUNT
with 1st
order

Just mention
promo code
ST19460311
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Retirement in the heart of Town of Mount-Royal

The snug Rovers Return, a mainstay of the long-running Coronation Street.

You can get in on the talk of the Street
It was December 9, 1960. A British soap opera aired its premiere
episode to critical disdain. It would
only last three weeks, claimed a
Daily Mirror columnist. On September 17, 2010, Coronation Street
became the world’s longest-running soap opera in production.
Set in the fictional town of Weatherfield, Coronation Street appealed
to viewers because they related to
the characters—and they still do.

Four former cast members have
launched a Canadian tour, Tales
From the Street, which will be stopping at Place des Arts on March 15.
Charles Lawson, Steven Arnold,
Julia Haworth and Nicholas Cochrane promise to spill the beans
about off-screen antics and gossip
about their characters and answer
questions from the audience.
1-855-777-SHOW (7469),
talesfromthestreet.biz.

Le Graham’s dining room

opens its doors to the public!
Enjoy a gourmet experience at our restaurant on

the first Wednesday of every month

between noon and 1:30 PM at a special price of
$17 per person, including taxes.

Seats are limited, please reserve at 514-341-5353 as soon as possible.

1935 GRAHAM BLVD. TOWN OF MOUNT-ROYAL
www.legraham.ca
514-341-5353
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D.D.O. has an outlet for every impulse
Originally an “outlet” meant the factory store in
a small area in a plant where companies could
get rid of surplus, out-of-season goods at bargain prices to their employees or local residents.
In the 1970s, clever businessmen banded together to form the “outlet mall.”
Outlet stores are different than the regular stores
in that outlets sell the current season’s merchandise at 40-60 per cent discount. If you visit in the
summer you will find summer clothes, whereas
regular malls are already focusing on back-toschool and fall merchandise. Thus the outlets are
selling clearance items, overstocked items or liquidated merchandise retailers want to move along.
Big-box malls like Marché Centrale, in Ste. Dorothée or des Jockeys off the Décarie Expressway,
are not selling clearance-priced liquidation merchandise. Companies are producing stock just to
sell in “outlets” in those malls. What you will often
find there are less expensive versions of what their
regular stores sell—they might do an embossed
design for the regular line and just a printed one
for the outlet store, or the fabric will be thinner.
Galeries des Sources in Dollard des Ormeaux
has some stores that offer real liquidation deals

Real Estate Agency

4266295

Introductory Offer:

30%

discount

Emilie Ste-Marie-Bissonnette
Bureau514.747.2108 x226 • Cell514.576.5424
esmb@notarius.net

Budget

Blinds

®

A style for every point of view®
Over 800 locations Now in Quebec

Visit

BudgetBlinds.com

Free Installation
Offer valid
until April 30th

Blinds, Shades,
Solars, Curtains,
Pillows, Shutters, Rugs
Free in home consultation

Tel : 514 344-8800

 Will / Testament
 Incapacity Mandate /
Mandat d’inaptitude
 Real Estate / Immobilier
2 Locations to serve you
2 endroits pour vous servir

831 Decarie, #301

123 ave. Frontenac

St-Laurent, QC

Pte-Claire, QC

Public and Private Senior-Residences

Home or Senior Residence
Elder Mediation

Illustration not
covered by medicare

Erwin Matlin, MSW.
514.924.7543
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Smart Shopping
Sandra Phillips
from chains that are clearing out their merchandise. Other shops there offer rock-bottom prices.
3237 des Sources. 514-421-0401,
galeriesdessources.com.
* Stores are real liquidation stores
Ardène: hair ornaments, scarves, shoes, clothes,
flip flops, caps
*Aubainerie Entrepôt: family clothing
Benix & Co.: deals on kitchenware
*Bentley Entrepôt: bags, purses
Blue Top Lingerie: mostly ladies’ undies, some
for men
Bouclair Maison: bamboo baskets, leather ottomans, pillows, vases, linens, curtain panels, blinds
Boutique Empire Linen: carpets, curtain panels, sheets
Boutique Tran: tops, purses, shoes, jewelry
Bureau en Gros: office supplies
*Cardon Entrepôt: $5, $10, $15 ladies’ separates
*Cazza Petite Entrepôt: petite ladies’ shop
Chaussures Rubino: family shoes
Corbeil Electroménagers: large appliances
*Delilah Entrepôt: hair ornaments, scarves,
jewelry
Dollarama: dollar variety store
Hallmark: cards and stationery
Ka-Do-Meli-Melo: oriental home accessories,
lamps, vases
La Comtesse: perfume stand
Lingerie Tocade: large shop, nightgowns, undies, bras, bathing suits
*Manteau Manteau: ladies’ coats, clothing
Paradis de Qualité: kids’ clothes, including
communion dresses and suits, ladies’ tops
Payless Shoes: inexpensive family shoes
*République Entrepôt: women’s separates
Senso Uomo: men’s casual and dress, shirts, slacks
Suzy: full price store for women XS-XL
Winners: discount store for the whole family

Self-determination doesn’t stop with incapacity, experts say
to decide for a person. It means the
duty to advocate his or her wishes,
preserve autonomy and to assert
the right of the person to speak. If
the person can’t speak, for example
because they are ill, the next duty is
to find out what the person would
have wanted, given his or her values,
beliefs and lifestyle. This may mean
waiting until a lucid moment when
the person can communicate. If this
is impossible, then it is important
to consult with family and professionals to find out what the person
would have wanted.
“Only when none of these is possible should professionals and legal
representatives advocate based on
what ‘a reasonable person’ would
want.”
In 1993, the author of The Feminine
Mystique, Betty Friedan, foresaw the
consequences of living longer and its
downside, ageism. In The Fountain
of Age, she writes, “To guarantee our
ability to control our own aging and
to get the minimum health care we
may need, we may have to fight the
very proposals seemingly offered to
‘protect’ us.”
In her law clinic as well as her paid
practice, Soden empowers her cli-

ents with knowledge, because the
more informed they are, the more
they can help themselves and those
there to help them.
“Because they are knowledgeable,
they help me,” Soden says. “They
pose some very good questions and
make excellent suggestions.”
As medical researchers turn toward personalized medicine and
clinical caregivers like Teepa Snow
promote client-centred care, there is
a shift within disciplines away from
a one-size-fits-all approach. This is
happening within the legal arena as
well, with Elder Law, a field of practice and of law recognized by the Canadian Bar Association in 2002.
“There is a new attitude that is
sweeping the world,” Soden says.
“It is supportive decision making—
a different mindset about what it
means to represent and protect
someone with diminished capacity.
Most people have a level of ability
and of functioning that should be
defined. Areas of capability are rarely
described, yet these are the rights of
people and we cannot give less.”
The Centre for Aging and the Law:
514-289-9198. For more legal information, visit educaloi.qc.ca.

Discover the Luxurious All-inclusive
Retirement Lifestyle of
Amica at Bayview Gardens, ON
Situated at Bayview and Sheppard in the city of Toronto, Amica at
Bayview Gardens is one of Amica Mature Lifestyles’ premiere retirement
destinations. Imagine your choice of suite styles, daily dining with a choice
of meal plans, an indoor pool, games room, private pub, home theatre and
many other fabulous amenities and activities worthy of a 5-star resort. We
invite you to visit www.amica.ca – or come and experience the Amica lifestyle
in person. This is a move in the right direction! Change your outlook, look
at the options… and enjoy retirement here!
BAYVIEW VILLAGE
SHOPPING CENTRE

Complimentary Overnight Stay

Amica at
Bayview
Gardens

HWY 401

Dervock Cres.

12-0205

*Overnight stay subject to availability of suites.

Sheppard Ave.
TTC

Rean Dr.

Call to reserve* your no-obligation tour and
guest stay today. Enjoy a 5-star dinner in our
elegant dining room, one night accommodation
in our guest suite and a light breakfast.

Barberry Pl.

A daughter is reluctant to speak to
her mother about important issues
for fear of upsetting her. A bank
calls a senior’s social worker without first checking with the client.
A judge doesn’t want to trouble a
hard-of-hearing lady by repeating a
question, saying, “It’s OK madam,”
even though it means she is denied
the chance to speak.
These scenarios, cited by Elder Law
practitioner Ann Soden, Ad.E., illustrate that even well-meaning professionals can inadvertently violate the
rights of the person they are seeking
to protect.
Speaking at last month’s Conference on Elder Abuse organized by
the Elder Abuse Help-Line, and the
Centre of Research and Expertise
in Social Gerontology of the CSSS
Cavendish, Soden stressed that it
is important for a senior in need of
assistance to be part of the conversation concerning his or her future.
“Listening to the other party is primordial,” Soden said. “I never had
a client who didn’t accept [help] if
they felt respected.”
Soden, with her McGill law stu-

dents, created the Centre for Aging
and the Law, Canada’s first Elder Law
clinical course for future lawyers, in
2007.
In an interview, she said professionals from social, legal and medical areas must work together to have
a common understanding of all the
issues from diverse disciplines. “Everyone is doing their best but there
is a great lack of understanding and
information about many of the legal
rights which underpin social and
medical issues.”
Ageism is a factor, she says. “The
vast majority of long-lived people
never have problems, there are people working into their 80s. But there
is a very generalized view of older
people as incapable. When there is
confusion, there is a protective layer
that overrides respect of the person’s
capacity.”
A person’s capacity, even if diminished and residual, can last the rest
of their life and should be harnessed
and promoted, Soden says.
She explains that the concept of
having legal representation should
be clearly defined to legal representatives. Acting as a mandatary, tutor
or curator doesn’t mean the power

Bayview Ave.

Kristine Berey

Amica at Bayview Gardens
A Wellness & Vitality™ Residence
19 Rean Drive
North York, ON M2K 0A4
647.286.7935 • www.amica.ca
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Yiddish writer made us laugh in darkness
“Sholem Aleichem … was close to folk sources, yet
employed them for a complicated and individual
vision of human existence. That means terror and
joy, dark and bright, fear and play. Or terror in joy,
dark in light, fear in play.”
—Irving Howe in The Best of Sholem Aleichem
(Touchstone)
He was and remains the most beloved and popular of the Yiddish writers who blossomed all
too briefly in the late 19th and first half of the
20th centuries.
He was so admired that when he died at age 57
in New York City on May 13, 1916, an estimated
100,000 people turned out for the funeral procession, said to have been one of the largest such
manifestations for a writer in American history.
A documentary on Sholem Aleichem’s life and
legacy screens for the first time in Montreal
Thursday, March 15, at the Jewish Public Library,
5151 Côte Ste. Catherine.
Titled Sholem Aleichem: Laughing in the Darkness, the film, by Joseph Droman, tells the tale of
the rebellious genius who crafted a new kind of
literature based on the traditional life of eastern
European Jewry.
New ideas were sweeping through Europe and
the old ways of the Jewish world were facing unprecedented challenges. Sholem Aleichem captured that period with his brilliant humour and
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Irwin Block

Jewish Immigrants on Train

sense of irony, yet managed to convey the conflicts that were beginning to tear apart the old
ways and certainties with love and admiration for
the people as he crafted unforgettable characters.
As the blurb for the movie says, “Sholem
Aleichem was not just a witness to the creation of
a new, modern Jewish identity, but one of the very
men who forged it.”
The film features rare photographs and archival
footage, the voice of actors Peter Riegert and Rachel Dratch (Debbie Downer on Saturday Night
Live), and interviews with literary experts and
Aleichem’s granddaughter Bel Kauffmann.
Producer/director Dorman will be on hand to
discuss the film.
Laughing in the Darkness screens at 7:30 pm.
$15, $10 (in advance) for students and library
members. Info: 514-345-2627, ext. 3017. Tickets:
514-345-6416.

Open House
Sunday, March 25th • 1 pm to 4 pm
Tours, music, refreshments, door prizes and more!

The Wellesley is celebrating 22 years of quality,
excellence and elegant senior living!

230 Hymus Blvd., Pointe-Claire
514.697.7331

Our undivided attention | allegroresidences.com
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Letter to the Editor

Roads Scholar was too
stern on cruise vacations

Dear Editor,
Although I usually enjoy Mark Medicoff ’s Roads
Scholar column, I think his take on cruises is
unfair (You’re far too young and smart to take a
cruise, February 2012).
He used one bad experience to condemn a
whole industry.
I have been travelling by ship since my 20s, when
the Soviet-bloc ships had youth fares on Atlantic
crossings.
In addition, I have enjoyed cruises in the Caribbean and the Mediterraneon, on the Nile, the
St. Lawrence and most recently the Dnieper River
and the Black Sea.
I crossed the Atlantic twice on the Queen Elizabeth II, first in 1981 and again in 2001. The second time there was more hard-sell on board, but
the ship retained the fine traditions of British
seamanship and service, including afternoon tea
every day.
Taking a river cruise in 2010 allowed me to see
a lot more of Ukraine in 11 days than I could
have managed on my own, given my very limited
knowledge of the Russian language. And the cost
was reasonable.
Cruises can be educational and moderately
priced options for travellers of any age, but it
might take some research to find the right one.
—Margaret Piton, yourtravelwriter.blogspot.com

Anxiety aside, making a fresh start can become an adventure
Helene Laventure wakes up every
morning and makes herself a tall
mug of coffee, which she sips while
doing a crossword puzzle in her
comfy living room. The simple joy
of this ritual would make anyone
believe that she’s lived in this small
condo forever. On some days it
surprises her that it has only been
three years.
“I lived at my last home for eight
years, and I always thought that I
would never move again,” Laventure
says. She was born and grew up in
Mauritius, immigrating to Canada
after the birth of her daughter. Wanting to settle down near her daughter
and grandchildren, she moved into
a duplex in Pierrefonds. She grew
close to her landlady and felt comfortable enough to think she would
never move again.
But eight years and several water
and roof problems later, her landlady
sold the building.
Laventure says that she found herself thinking about what she really
needed, what she should get rid of,
and where she wanted to spend the
rest of her life. It wasn’t easy for a
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“I just love it now,” says Helene Laventure of her move to a small condo.

woman who thought herself settled
for good.
However, with the support of her
family and the boundless help of her
boyfriend, she found a small condo
in Beaconsfield.
She packed up her belongings with
her daughter, which was a great opportunity to get rid of a lot of old
stuff and to drop most of it off for
donation.
“I got rid of a lot of knickknacks
and furniture and a lot of clothes,”
she says with a laugh, “because I had
way too much and a lot less closet

space in the new condo.
“Although the new place is smaller,
it seemed okay because of its proximity to my family and the security
of living in a monitored building.”
Laventure says it was hard to leave
the past behind and get rid of her old
things, but that “there’s a time to do
it. At a certain age, you’ve got to get
rid of what you don’t use and keep
the minimum.”
She says there’s a sense of freedom
that comes with a fresh start, but she
was anxious about adjusting and
learning to like the place as much as

she liked the last one.
“It was my home in a matter of a
couple of weeks,” she says. “I just
love it now. I’m so comfortable and
conveniently situated that I cannot
imagine being anywhere else.”
But she confesses that a downsize past the age of 70 gets a person
thinking about the future, or how
little time there may be left.
“I’m kind of morbid that way,”
Laventure says. “I often think about
how much time I have left and what
will happen after. Moving got me to
think seriously about it, so I went to
a notary shortly after moving and
getting settled.”
Laventure admits she still misses
carrying her coffee down the balcony stairs in the summer to sit with
her landlady, but that she misses it in
the way that she misses the house in
Mauritius where she grew up, or the
friends she made during her time in
Switzerland: it’s a thing from the past
that she recollects with fondness.
“Any sudden and unexpected
change is going to be stressful,” she
says. “But if you just stay positive
and make the most of it, you’ll find
very quickly that everything is going
to be okay. More than okay, actually.”

UPSCALE URBAN LIVING
FOR ACTIVE SENIORS

CALL US NOW

VISTA OFFERS ACTIVE LIFESTYLE BASED ON SECURITY,
ELEGANCE AND COMFORT. YOU WILL HAVE ACCESS
TO SKILLED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS AS WELL AS A WIDE
RANGE OF SERVICES TO CATER YOUR NEEDS.

AND DISCOVER
YOUR NEW LIVING
ENVIRONMENT!

Autonomous unit

• Apartments (studio’s, one or two bedrooms) with private terrace
• À la carte’ services available

Assisted living unit

• Studios and apartments including meals and housekeeping
• Nurse and/or health care attendant on site
• Assistance with daily living activities
• Cueing services provided for meals

Care unit

• Comfortable rooms
• Help and support 24/7

VISTA Prestigious Living

5300 Côte St-Luc Road, Montreal H3X 0A3

514 483-5300 ext. 552

Managed by

– www.cogir.net
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Bummed out? A nakation can be freeing, naturally

Riddle: What is a vacation experience you would
probably not want to share even with your closest friends on Facebook, and be even more reluctant to revisit via streaming candids on your
55-inch plasma screen?
Answer: A two-week stay at a nudist resort: a
nakation.
“An outrageous idea!” you proclaim. Well, think
again. A lot more people are discarding their attire
during their holiday than you think … and I’m
not just talking about skinny-dipping on a designated beach.
Naturism is a sophisticated business, a $400-million segment of the global travel market, specializing in all-inclusive resorts, B&Bs, recreational
vehicles and campgrounds, nude beaches and
special worldwide events, including World Nude
Gardening Day and World Bike-Riding Day. If
you’re drawn to the wide-open seas, nude cruises
on (very) big ships, tall ships and yachts should
fit the bill.
You might be glad to know that some land-based
centres specialize in nudist weddings and vow-renewal ceremonies with licensed, ordained ministers. And if you’re on the ocean, cajole the captain
into performing your nuptials.
Tim, a Montreal accountant, said he and his
wife, Sarah (not their real names), tried out naturalism 20 years ago because they were curious.
They had been spending their summers at an RV
camp in Vermont when they heard about a nudist
campground nearby.

Residence
Anna
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Roads Scholar
Mark Medicoff
“The very first time we went we stayed mostly by
ourselves, in a secluded area. I guess we felt a little
uncomfortable, but the friendliness of the place
and the family atmosphere really impressed us.
“Our preconceived attitudes about nudity… that
it was taboo… quickly dissipated. It became the
most natural thing in the world.
“The next time we went, we integrated immediately and ended up going there every weekend
until we bought a little place and stayed for entire
summers for almost 10 years.
Now in their 60s, Tim and Sarah credit the feeling of freedom for adding nakations to their traveling experience. They’ve enjoyed nakations at
several American clothes-free resorts.
According to the Federation of Canadian Naturists’ (FCN) publicist, Stéphane Deschênes, about
eight per cent of Canadians answered “yes” to a
federation survey asking whether they had attended a nude event.
“What we are finding,” Deschenes said, “is that
people who attended nudist camps on weekends
in the ’70s and ’80s continue to do so today. When
you factor in the aging population, you’ll find
quite a few retirees in their 50s and 60s are spending their entire summers at naturist grounds.”
The FCN umbrellas nudist resorts and campgrounds in nine provinces. It promotes naturism
as “a way of life in harmony with nature expressed
through social nudity, linked to self-respect through
tolerance and respect for the environment.”
The FCN publishes a bilingual magazine four
times a year called Going Natural/Au Naturel
(fcn.ca/going-natural-magazine, $50). The publication provides club listings and activities, acts as
a forum and reviews nakation destinations in the
U.S., Canada, Europe and the Caribbean.
Quebec has the dubious distinction of being
the only province in Canada to prosecute naturalism—you guessed it, during the Duplessis era.
Today, it’s a different story.
Quebec has “more and larger” clubs, as well
as more “free” beaches than any other province.
There are at least seven naturist centres, in La
Plaine, St-Antoine-Abbé (Ormstown), Drummond, Montauben, Rouyn-Noranda, Drummondville and Rimouski.
In the U.S., the American Association for Nude
Recreation has been active for 75 years and represents 50,000 card carriers who attend 270
clothes-free or clothes-optional resorts, clubs and
campgrounds. Many resorts provide luxurious
and pricey accommodations.
The best part about a nakation is how little you
have to pack. All you take are two towels (one to
sit on), toiletries, a warm outfit for chilly nights
and lots of sunblock. The experience affords a new
way of looking at people. You’ll judge your new
friends by what they’re not wearing, rather than
by what they have on.
But keep in mind: leave your camera at home.
mmedicoff@videotorn.ca

What ’ s happ e n i n g i n march
ARTS

Iguazu Falls. 7:30pm $5. 1200 Atwater.
LIBRARIES
Field trip • Sun. Mar. 25
Galerie Samuel Lallouz• until Mar. 31
Oka park (entrance fee $5.50) and Cabane à Sucre Atwater Library
Artist Janieta Eyre exhibits The Mute Book.
Ethier. $78 for bus, meal, taffy and sleigh ride. The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari • Sun. Mar. 25
Tues. - Fri. 10am - 6pm, Sat. 10am - 5pm.
Register by Mar. 14. 1200 Atwater. 514-845-8317 Silent horror film screened in the library’s 1920
1434 Sherbrooke W. #200. 514-849-5844
auditorium with Jamie Woollard providing acHelvetia Seniors Club
galeriesamuellallouz.com.
companiment on vintage upright piano. 6:30pm.
Lecture & lunch • Thurs. Mar. 15
Pay what you can. Proceeds to library programs.
Côte Saint-Luc Library • until April 1
Professor Joseph Schmitd speaks, with 1200 Atwater 514-935-7344, atwaterlibrary.ca
Exhibit of photo-based Jacquard weavings Consul M. & Mme Duvoisin attending.
by Louise Lemieux Bérubé. 5851 Cavendish. Monkland Grille, 6151 Monkland. 450-687-5256. Jewish Public Library
514-485-6900 x4205 dbelanger@cotesaintluc.org
Joel Yanofsky • Thurs. Mar. 29
Single Person’s Association
House Rules by Jodi Picoult. First of a fourBAZAARS
St. Patrick Dance • Sat. Mar. 17. 8pm
part series, each session with different review7771 Bouvier, LaSalle, 514-366-8600
ers. 2pm. $10, $15 non-members. Admission
Westmount Antiquarian Book Fair • Sun. Mar. 11
for all four sessions: $30, $45 non-members.
Selection of used and antiquarian books, English Caregiver Coalition of Montreal
5151 Côte Ste. Catherine. 514-345-2627 x3006,
old maps and prints. 10am-5pm. $3. Wine and cheese • Tues. Mar. 20
jewishpubliclibrary.org
95 Côte St. Antoine. 514-935-9581
Meet and greet for new members. Learn about the
defreitasbooks.com/wbf.html
organization and caregiver issues and rights. 5pm. Côte St. Luc Library
5800 Cavendish #21. 514-487-1766
Montreal Storytellers’ Guild • Thurs. Mar. 22
Sainte Cécile Church • Mar. 17 & 18
Local storytellers promote the ancient tradition
EVENTS
Flea market. Sat. 9am-5pm, Sun. 9am-4pm.
of storytelling. 7pm.				
235 de Castelneau.
Chef Elliot’s Passover Picks • Thurs. Mar. 29
John Abbott Department of Music and Theatre Three simple and delicious Passover appetizers to
Performance of musical Oklahoma! until Mar. 31. sample and enjoy. 7pm. $7 in advance, $10 at door.
Centre Greene • Mar. 30 & 31
Used book sale. Proceeds to Summer Camp 21275 Lakeshore, Ste. Anne de Bellevue.
5851 Cavendish. 514-485-6900
514-457-2447 theatre@johnabbott.qc.ca
Fund. Fri. 10am-7pm, Sat. 10am-3pm.
LEGIONS
1090 Greene. 514-931-6202
Creative Social Centre
St. Thomas More Women’s Club • Sat. Mar 31 Jewelry Making Classes • Tues. Mar. 13, 20 & 27 Branch 4 Verdun
Beginners welcome. 1-3pm. $30, $35 non-mem- St. Patrick dance • Sat. Mar. 17 8pm
Flea market and craft sale. 9am-3pm.
More events: rclverdun.tripod.com
bers. 5237 Clanranald. 514-488-0907.
978 Moffat, Verdun.
4538 Verdun. 514-769-2489.
CLUBS & GROUPS
Men of St. Paul’s Anglican Church • Fri. Mar. 16
St. Patrick Supper with door prizes and entertain- Branch 85/90 Lachine
Hope & Cope
ment. Adults $12, $5 for children under 12, fam- St. Patrick Dinner Dance • Sat. Mar. 17
Bereavement support group meets on the first and ily rate of $28. No tickets at the door. To reserve: Featuring Bernadette Irish Dancers.
third Tuesday of the month. 514-340-8222 x8535 514-634-1965 377-44 th Ave., Lachine.
Dinner 5pm, show 7pm. $15 Reserve before Mar.
11: 514-236-5867 or 514-621-1550		
AMI-Québec
N.D.G. Seniors Citizens’s Council • Mar. 19-22 3015 Henri Dunant, Lachine. 514-637-8002.
Support Groups • Mon. Mar. 5, 12, 19
Free tax clinic for seniors over 50 with a basic inFor people living with mental illness and their come tax return. Must live in N.D.G. or Montreal Branch 212 LaSalle
caregivers, family or friends. 7:30pm.		
West, be retired, and have an income of less than St. Pat’s Dance • Sat. Mar. 10 Music by the Clahanes.
Roundtable • Wed. Mar. 28
$20,000 for single people or $25,000 for couples. $10. More events: rcllasalle.blogspot.com
Dr. Allan Fielding: Could it be a mental illness? By appointment. 88 Ballantyne N. 514-487-1311 7771 Bouvier, LaSalle.
How to encourage someone to get help. 7pm.
Healing through the arts
4333 Cote Ste Catherine. 514-486-1448
Canorient Christian Association • Mar. 25
Quebec Art Therapy Association offers workBring in Spring with a bang: fundraisZoological Society of Montreal
ing luncheon, music and dancing. 2pm. $25. shops, open houses and presentations during
International Creative Arts Therapies Week
Lecture • Tues. Mar. 13
13081 Gouin W. Pierrefonds		
March 16-25. View calendar at aatq.org.
Ian MacDonald speaks on Patagonia and 514-924-5209 canorient@gmail.com

MOVERS & SHAKERS

To reserve your
spot call:

514

484-5033
20 YE
EXPER ARS
IENCE
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GUIDE TO GROUPE MAURICE

Les Résidences du Marché

Le Notre-Dame

Verriéres du Golf

Le Cavalier

Phone: 450-433-6544 • Fax: 514-433-5930
Email: info@lesresidencesdumarche.com
Website: lesresidencesdumarche.com
Contact: Louis Desjardins
Capacity: 218 service apts, 24 care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy,
respite Security: secured access with electronic key
system, camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7, pharmaceutical
services, medical services Paid Services: available à
la carte Activities: daily activities program & outings
provided by a recreation specialist Food: Full dining
room service available à la carte, 3 meals provided
in care studios Housekeeping: à la carte services,
included in care studios Religious services: chapel on
site Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 450-582-9200 • Fax: 450-582-6730
Email: info@lenotre-dame.com
Website: lenotre-dame.com
Contact: Nancy Turenne
Capacity: 288 service apts.
Care: autonomous with à la carte services
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing care 24/7, pharmaceutical services,
medical visits Paid Services: available à la carte
Activities: daily activities program & outings provided
by a recreation specialist
Food: Full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte services
Religious services: chapel on site
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-331-2003 • Fax: 514-331-2266
Email: info@lesverrieresdugolf.com
Website: lesverrieresdugolf.com
Contact: Gilles Doyon
Capacity: 243 service apts., 8 care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short & long
term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy, respite
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing care 24/7, pharmaceutical services,
medical services Paid Services: available à la carte
Activities: daily activities program & outings provided
by a recreation specialist, shuttle, beach & sun simulator
Food: Full dining room service available à la carte,
3 meals provided in care studios Housekeeping: à
la carte services, included In care studios Religious
services: chapel on site Pets: small pets allowed,
certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-364-0004 • Fax: 514-364-1110
Email: info@lecavalierlasalle.com
Website: lecavalierlasalle.com
Contact: Céline Martel
Capacity: 269 service apts.
Care: autonomous with à la carte services
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing care 7 days/week, pharmaceutical
services, medical visits
Paid Services: available à la carte
Activities: daily activities program & outings provided
by a recreation specialist
Food: Full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte services
Religious services: chapel on site
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

25, rue du Marché, Ste-Thérèse

505, rue Notre-Dame, Repentigny

2400, rue des Nations, Saint-Laurent

800, rue Gagné, LaSalle

Ambiance île des Soeurs
50, Place du Commerce, île-des-Soeurs

Les Promenades du Parc

Le Vivalis

Vent de L’Ouest

Phone: 450-448-3448 • Fax: 450-448-1919
Email:info@lespromenadesduparc.com
Website: lespromenadesduparc.com
Contact: Sylvie Picard
Capacity: 244 service apts., 57 care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy,
respite Security: secured access with electronic key
system, camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing care 24/7, pharmaceutical services,
medical visits Paid Services: available à la carte
Activities: daily activities program & outings provided
by a recreation specialist
Food: Full dining room service available à la carte, 3
meals provided in care studios
Housekeeping: à la carte services, included
In care studios Religious services: chapel on site
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-694-4141 • Fax: 514-694-8940
Email: info@levivalis.com
Website: levivalis.com
Contact: Isabelle Labrie
Capacity: 129 care studios
Care: short & long term stays, respite & convalescence,
cognitive & physical challenges
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
emergency call system, & interphone in each room
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7, registered nurse,
doctor & pharmacist on staff
Paid Services: physiotherapy
Activities: daily activities program & outings provided
by a recreation specialist
Food: Dining room & chef on site, 3 meals/day
Housekeeping: Weekly cleaning & laundry included
Religious services: chapel on site

Phone: 514-620-4666 • Fax: 514-620-8666
Email: info@ventdelouest.com
Website: ventdelouest.com
Contact: Diane Ghirotto
Capacity: 207 service apt., 38 signature care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short & long
term stays, loss of autonomy, respite, convalescence
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7, pharmaceutical
services, medical visits Paid Services: available à la
carte
Activities: daily activities program & outings provided
by a recreation specialist Food: Full dining room service
available à la carte, 3 meals provided in care studios
Housekeeping: à la carte services, included in care
studios Religious services: chapel on site
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Elogia

L’Image D’Outremont

Le Felix Vaudreuil-Dorion

L’Avantage

Phone: 514-259-1234 • Fax: 514-259-0123
Email: info@elogia.ca
Website: elogia.ca
Contact: Josée Labelle
Capacity: 239 service apt., 50 signature care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short and
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7, pharmaceutical
services, medical visits
Paid Services: available à la carte
Activities: daily activities program & outings provided
by a recreation specialist
Food: Full dining room service available à la carte, 3
meals provided in care studios
Housekeeping: à la carte services, included in care
studios
Religious services: chapel on site
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-948-1040 • Fax: 514-948-5563
Email: info@limagedoutremont.com
Website: limagedoutremont.com
Contact: Marlène Béland
Capacity: 119 service apt., 33 signature care studios, 21
Signature apt.
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short and
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7, pharmaceutical
services, medical visits
Paid Services: available à la carte
Activities: daily activities program & outings provided
by a recreation specialist
Food: Full dining room service available à la carte, 3
meals provided in care studios
Housekeeping: à la carte services, included in care
studios Religious services: chapel on site
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 450-455-7889 • Fax: 450-455-7813
Email: info@lefelixvaudreuildorion.com
Website: lefelixvaudreuildorion.com
Contact: Jean-François Thibert
Capacity: 208 service apt., 27 signature care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short and
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7, pharmaceutical
services, medical visits
Paid Services: available à la carte
Activities: daily activities program & outings provided
by a recreation specialist
Food: Full dining room service available à la carte, 3
meals provided in care studios
Housekeeping: à la carte services, included in care
studios
Religious services: chapel on site
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 450-926-0111 • Fax: 450-926-0113
Email: info@residencelavantage.com
Website: residencelavantage.com
Contact: Anne-Marie Perreault
Capacity: 229 service apt., 15 signature care studios,
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short and
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7, pharmaceutical
services, medical visits
Paid Services: available à la carte
Activities: daily activities program & outings provided
by a recreation specialist
Food: Full dining room service available à la carte, 3
meals provided in care studios
Housekeeping: à la carte services, included in care
studios
Religious services: chapel on site
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-768-2888 • Fax: 514-768-3113
Email:info@ambianceiledessoeurs.com
Website: www.ambianceiledessoeurs.com
Contact: Julie Bourassa
Capacity: 209 service apts., 48 signature care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short & long
term stays, convalescence, respite Security: secured
access with electronic key system, emergency call
system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7, registered nurse,
pharmaceutical services, medical visits Nearby: next
door to all services Paid Services: available à la carte
Activities: daily activities program & outings provided
by a recreation specialist Food: Full dining room service
available à la carte, 3 meals provided in care studios
Housekeeping: weekly cleaning and laundry available,
included In care studios
Religious services: chapel on site

5440 Sherbrooke E., Montreal

1910, rue Adoncour, Longueuil

1040 Rockland Ave., Outremont
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300 Stillview Ave, Pointe Claire

3223 De la Gare Blvd., Vaudreuil-Dorion

4500 Jacques-Bizard Blvd, Sainte-Geneviève

8855 boul. Leduc, Brossard

GUIDE TO WEST ISLAND RESIDENCES

Château Pierrefonds

Symphony Senior Living West Island Le Wellesley

Residence Vic-William’s

Phone: 514-626-2300 • Fax: 514-696-8910
Email: info@chateaupierrefonds.com
Contact: Monique or Pierre Laplante
Capacity: 63
Care: autonomous, semi-autonomous,
short/long term, assisted living, light care,
convalescence, respite
Security: call bells, security alarms,
surveillance cameras
Medical: doctor/ wk, nurse 3 times/wk, 24hr
nurse’s aide
Nearby: bus, CLSC, pool, pharmacy, library
Services: hairdresser, manicure,
pedicure, banking, bathing assistance
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, music,
games, pet therapy (visiting pets)
Food: 3 meals a day plus 2 snacks
Housekeeping: daily, weekly
Religious services: Catholic on site, Anglican
nearby Price: from $1970

Phone: 514-695-6695 • Fax: 514-695-7754
Email: crc3@symphonyseniorliving.com,
gmni@residencessymphonie.com
Website: www.symphonyseniorliving.com
Contact: Community Relations Coordinator
Capacity: 292 suites
Care: independent, assisted living, dementia care
Medical: 24/7 care staff
Onsite: shuttle, pool, fitness center, library
Nearby: shopping mall, pharmacy
Services: hairdresser, luxurious spa
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, music,
games, movie theatre, bowling
Food: 3 meals a day, snacks 24/7
Housekeeping: weekly, complimentary
laundry facilities
Religious services: on site
A/C: included Pets: pets allowed
Price: from $999

Phone: 514-695-1458
E-mail: vicwilliams@videotron.ca
Contact: Lydia Duschkanits
Capacity: 9
Care: autonomous, semi-autonomous, short/long term,
assisted living, light care, convalescence, respite
Security: fire alarms
Medical: doctor and nurse monthly
Nearby: bus, pharmacy, CLSC, mall, library
Services: hairdresser, podiatrist
Activities: outings, exercise, music, crafts,
games, bingo
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: daily, laundry included
Religious services: Catholic, Presbyterian,
United nearby
A/C: included
Pets: cats allowed
Price: $2200 - $3000

15928 Gouin W, Sainte-Geneviève

15 Place de la Triade, Pointe Claire

230 Hymus, Pointe Claire

Phone: 514-697-7331 Fax: 514-697-7654
Email: vmeslage@residencesallegro.com
Contact: Viviane Meslage (Leasing Manager)
Capacity: 158 units Care: autonomous
Security: call bells, alarms, 24hr cameras
Medical: weekly doctor visits; nursing care,
7 days a week
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, pharmacy, library, mall
Services: manicure, pedicure, hairdresser
Activities: animator, outings, games, speakers, etc.
Food: personalized packages
Housekeeping: included
Religious services: Transportation to various
denominations Sundays
Price: personalized packages

93 St-Louis, Beaconsfield

GUIDE TO QUEBEC AND SOUTH SHORE RESIDENCES TORONTO

Villagia de L’Ile Paton

Foyer Grove Residence

Phone: 450-681-2600
Fax: 450-681-2641
Email: info@villagia.ca
Contact: Diane Archambault
Capacity: 281
Care: autonomous, semi-autonomous,
convalescence, assisted living
Security: call bells, security alarms,
24hr surveillance, cameras
Medical: Care unit Provitalia, nurses,
doctor (weekly)
Nearby: CLSC, pharmacy, hospital, mall
Services: hairdresser, massage,
manicure, pedicure
Activities: animator, virtual golf,
billiards, garden, cinema, internet, salt
water pool, exercise, wine cellar
Onsite: restaurant, bistro, private dining room
Housekeeping: available for fee
Pets: small pets allowed
Price: from $1570, buy from $250, 000

Phone: 450-465-5044
Fax: 450-444-0005
Email: dshyngera@hotmail.com
Web: foyergrove.webs.com
Contact: Darlene Hirtle
Capacity: 9
Care: semi & full autonomous, short or
long term stay
Security: call bells, fire security,
24hr security
Medical: on call, monthly doctor
Nearby: CLSC, hopsital, pharmacy, library
Services: podiatrist, manicure, pedicure,
hairdresser
Activities: outings, activities, garden,
sing along groups
Food: 3 meals a day & 2 snacks included
Housekeeping: included daily
Religious services: available
Pets: on premises cats
Price: moderate prices, cable included

25 Promenade des Iles, Laval

115 Grove St., Greenfield Park

Wales Home

Cleveland, Eastern Townships, QC
Phone: 819-826-3266 x 247
Fax: 819-826-3910
Email: bpiironen@waleshome.ca
Contact: Brendalee Piironen
Capacity: 200
Care: autonomous, semi-autonomous,
convalescence, respite, specialized
Alzheimer’s and heavy care
Security: alarms, smoke detectors,
resident tracking system
Medical: nurse 24/7, doctor
Nearby: CLSC, pharmacy, shops, bank
Services: occupational and physical
rehabilitation
therapists, hairdresser, dentist, podiatrist,
banking, tuck shop
Activities: Activities are offered
7 days a week: 2 animators, outings,
exercise, music, crafts, painting, exercise,
church, bingo, etc.
Onsite: library
Housekeeping: laundry services
Food: 3 meals a day
Price: $900 - $3357

Residence Anna

6530 Pelletier Blvd., Brossard

Phone: 450-676-6620
Fax: 450-923-2967
E-mail: residenceanna@yahoo.com
Capacity: 8
Care: semi and full autonomous, short or
long term
Security: alarms, call bells, surveillance
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, mall, pedicure
Activities: animator, games, outings,
recreation/recrealogist
Housekeeping and laundry:
included weekly
Religious services: all
Pets: on premises only by owner
Price: $1600 - $1800

A house that does not
have one worn, comfy
chair in it is soulless.
~ May Sarton

Amica at Bayview Gardens

19 Rean Dr., Toronto
Phone: 647-286-7935
Email: g.alaimo@amica.ca
Contact: Grace Alaimo
Capacity: 192
Care: assisted living, respite,
independent living
Security: call bells, security alarms, 24/7
supervision, cameras, 24 hour concierge
desk, all entrances locked with intercom
after 8 pm
Medical: doctor visits, on site nursing
24/7, physiotherapy
Nearby: mall, library, YMCA, transit
Services: podiatrist, beauty salon/spa,
manicure, pedicure, physiotherapist
Activities: scheduled fitness programs,
bus outings, entertainment, speakers
Food: 2 meals, morning/afternoon,
tea/coffee
Housekeeping: flat laundry service
Religious services: non-denominational
Pets: small dogs, cats
Price: $3650-$8850
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Manoir King David

Phone: 514-486-1157 Fax: 514-486-1837
E-mail: amylonas@manoirkingdavid.com
Contact: Anna Mylonas Capacity: 120
Care: autonomous, light care, assisted living,
convalescence, respite, short/long stay
Security: 24/7 care-aide at reception desk,
call bells, surveillance cameras, monitors
Medical: doctor weekly, clinic on site,
nurses have direct line to doctor Mon.- Fri.,
RNAs & care aides 7 days a week
Nearby: CLSC, pharmacy, shopping, library, banks, park
Services: hairdresser, podiatrist, massage therapist
Activities: exercise, lectures, movies, bridge,
gardening, live music, outings, shuttle for shopping
Food: 3 meals a day, afternoon tea daily
Housekeeping: daily, laundry included
Religious services: synagogue on site
Price: $1875-$2800

5300 Côte Saint-Luc Rd, Montreal

5555 Trent, Cote St. Luc

Loving Care Nursing Home

Caldwell Residences

Phone: 514-344-8496
Contact: Elaine
Capacity: 5
Care: autonomous
Security: security alarm
Medical: doctor, nurse on call
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, pharmacy
Services: hairdresser
Activities: animator, games, outings
Food: 3 meals a day & snacks
Housekeeping: included weekly
Pets: no
Price: from $1300

Phone: 514-737-7774
Email: caldwellresidences@qc.aira.ca
Contact: Daniel Knafo Capacity: 650
Care: autonomous
Security: guards, monitors
Medical: CLSC services available
Amenities nearby: metro, CLSC, mall,
Jewish community campus
Activities: animator, exercise, choir, library,
discussions, outings
Food: no meals Housekeeping: upon request
Religious services: Jewish on site
Price: according to income

Phone: 514-483-5300, ext. 552
Contact: Ginette Collin or Barbara Sabbath
Studios & Suites: 1½, 2½, 3½, 4½
Care: from independent to assisted living,
apartments to care unit
Nearby: bus/metro, CLSC, mall, convenience store,
Monkland Village
Services: free shuttle bus, free cueing services for all
3 meals, indoor parking, depanneur/pharmacist,
hairdresser, esthetician, massage therapist, bus to
Caisse Populaire, bistro/bar, dining room, billiard
and multi-purpose rooms, cinema, pool/spa/ fitness
center, garden & green roof top terrace
Activities: outings, exercise, music, crafts, games,
bingo, entertainment, aquafit, movies, conferences.
Included: 1 or 2 bathrooms, A/C, cable
Housekeeping: available
Price: from $1300

Westhill Residence

Résidence L’Alto

Résidence Symphonie île-des-Soeurs

Manoir Westmount

Phone: 514-485-3030 Fax: 514-485-2932
Contact: Mario Poliziani
Capacity: 18-24
Care: autonomous, semi-autonomous, short term/
long term, assisted living, care, convalescence, respite
Security: monitors, fire alarms, call bells, alarms
Medical: doctor consultation monthly,
nurses aides 24/7 Hospital: 20-25 km
Nearby: metro, bus, CLSC, pharmacy, pool, library, mall
Services: physiotherapist, podiatrist, hairdresser,
manicure/pedicure
Activities: outings, exercise, music, games
Food: 3 meals a day included
Housekeeping: daily, (personal laundry service
available), laundry included for bedding/towels only
Religious services: facilities nearby
A/C: included - Price: $2250 - $3250

Phone: 514-747-6776 Fax: 514-747-9878
Email: alanctot@residencelalto.com
Contact: Alain Lanctot Capacity: 231 apartments
Care: autonomous, semi-autonomous, convalescence
Security: call bells, security alarms, 24hr
surveillance, magnetic cards, cameras
Medical: nurse 16hrs/wk & nurse’s aide 24/7,
doctor on site once a month
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, pharmacy, library, metro,
churches Services: podiatrist, manicure, pedicure,
hairdresser Activities: on staff animator, outings,
games, minibus Onsite: dining room, garden,
swings, Internet café, pool table, house cinema
Housekeeping: included once every 15 days Pets:
no dogs allowed Price: from $910 - $1450 including
heating, electricity, phone, cable TV, activities

Phone: 514-767-6792 • Fax: 514-767-7915
Email: gmni@residencessymphonie.com
Website: www.residencessymphonie.com
Contact: Community Relations Coordinator
Capacity: 319 suites
Care: independent, assisted living, dementia care
Medical: 24/7 care staff
Onsite: shuttle, pool, fitness center, library
Services: hairdresser, spa,indoor parking, boutique
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, music,
games, bowling, movie theatre, golf simulators
Food: 3 meals a day, snacks 24/7
Housekeeping: weekly, free laundry facilities
Religious services: non-denominational on site
A/C: included Pets: pets allowed
Price: starting at $999

Phone: 514-937-3943 • Fax: 514-937-3946
Email: tomthompson@manoirwestmount.ca
Contact: Gina D’Angelo Capacity: 125
Care: autonomous
Security: 24hr receptionist/security
Medical: 24hr health care professional
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, shopping, pharmacy, banks
Services: podiatrist, manicure, pedicure,
hairdresser, bank, etc.
Activities: full time animator, games, outings,
concerts, speakers etc.
Food: 3 meals a day included
Housekeeping: included daily
Religious services: all
Price: from $1850

Notre-Dame de Grâce

6332 Sherbrooke W., Montreal

Place Kensington

4430 Ste. Catherine W, Montreal

Phone: 514-935-1212
Fax: 514-989-1009
Email: info@placekensington.com
Contact: Pamela Hendy or Sylvia Zagury
Capacity: 200
Medical: doctor on call, nurse 24/7
Care: autonomous, light care, assisted living
Security: alarms, call bells, monitors,
sprinklers, doorman
Nearby: metro, CLSC, pool, plaza, MVH, RVH,
JGH, stores, churches, synagogues
Services: physiotherapist, pharmacist,
manicure, hairdresser, podiatrist
Activities: concerts, aquafit, games, sports
room, movies, lectures, outings, etc.
Food: 3/day Housekeeping: weekly,
laundry facilities Religious services: all
Price: $3200 - $6000
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5750 Lemieux #116, Montreal

1700 St-Louis, Ville St-Laurent

Foyer Valiquette

1534 Valiquette, Verdun

Phone: 514-768-0739
Contact: Dian Boodram
Capacity: 9
Care: autonomous, semi-autonomous
Security: call bells, 24hr supervision
Medical: doctor visits
Nearby: CLSC, pharmacy, Verdun hospital,
bus two minutes away
Services: cable
Activities: exercise, music, games every
night,
monthly concert with singer
Food: 3 meals a day plus 2 snacks
Housekeeping: daily, laundry,
included weekly
Religious services: churches nearby
Pets: no
Price: starting from $1200
2012 www.theseniortimes.com

325 chemin de la Pointe-Sud, Nun’s Island

Montclair Residence

4413 Montclair, Montreal

Phone: 514-481-5638
Fax: 514-481-2973
Email: vicky.stewart@sympatico.ca
Contact: Vicky Stewart
Capacity: 50
Care: assisted living
Security: alarms, call bells, monitors, staff 24/7
Medical: doctor weekly, nurses 7 days
Nearby: metro, CLSC, library, shops
Services: foot care clinic, hairdresser,
pharmacist, manicure, pedicure
Activities: outings, exercise, speakers
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: weekly, laundry included
Religious services: Catholic & Protestant
on site
Pets: birds and rabbits
Price: $1850 - $2350

4646 Sherbrooke W, Westmount

GUIDE TO CHARTWELL RESIDENCES

Manoir Pierrefonds

18465 boul. Gouin West, Pierrefonds
Phone: 514-626-6651
Fax: 514-626-6415
Email: jdonovan@chartwellquebec.ca
Contact: Jennifer Donovan
Capacity: 183 units
Care: private CHSLD and care unit, long
term for seniors with loss of physical and
cognitive independence, short term,
Alzheimer’s unit, personalized care,
respite, convalescence, assistance with
activities of daily living (dressing,
hygiene, escort to activities, etc.)
Security: emergency call bell system
in each unit, surveillance camera
at entrance, reception desk,
keypad entry system
Medical: Private CHSLD permit, nurses
and medical care 24/7
Nearby: CLSC Pierrefonds, Lakeshore
Hospital, restaurants, Cap Saint-Jacques
Nature Park and churches
Services: visits from physiotherapist,
occupational therapist, dermatologist,
dentist, denturologist, optometrist
Activities: animators and recreation
services, crafts, board games, etc.
Onsite: pharmacy counter, dining room,
common room with piano, recreation
room, hairdressing salon, outdoor
parking, park with access to lakeshore,
secure interior courtyard with a view of
the river, gliders, barbecues
Food: dining room with table service,
in-room service available, private dining
room, three meals a day for specific diets,
choice of menu and snacks, dietary services
Housekeeping: laundry and daily
housekeeping
Religious services: chapel
Pets: not allowed

Castel Royale

5740 Cavendish, Côte Saint-Luc
Phone: 514-487-5664
Fax: 514-489-5266
Email: smiles@chartwellquebec.ca
Contact: Sonya Miles
Capacity: 250 units
Care: independent living, nursing
supervision and services for seniors
requiring light assistance, respite,
convalescence
Security: emergency calling system in
every apartment, surveillance cameras,
reception desk and security guard 24/7
Medical: nursing staff 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, Mount Sinai Hospital,
pharmacy,library, mall
Services: post office counter, laundry
and dry cleaning service, photocopy/fax
service
Activities: animators and recreation
staff, live entertainment, bingo, card
games, concerts, movies, discussion
groups, outings to the theatre and
casino, exercise classes, yoga etc.,
computer and internet access, shuttle
to grocery store
Onsite: dining room, physical fitness
room, multipurpose activity room,
private synagogue, common room,
library, indoor garage, outdoor parking,
outdoor patio with garden furniture
Food: complete kitchen in apartments,
two kosher meals per day with three
menus
choices, early or late dining option, kosher
Housekeeping: laundry housekeeping
included
Religious services: private synagogue
and Sabbath and all traditional holidays
observed
Pets: not allowed

Chateau Vincent D’Indy

60 Willowdale Ave, Outremont
Phone: 514-739-1707
Fax: 514-341-0845
Email: smarinescu@chartwellquebec.ca
Contact: Silvia Marinescu
Capacity: 95 studios
Care: secured care unit for seniors with
cognitive impairment (Alzheimer’s), care
unit for seniors with physical impairment,
short term stays such as respite and
convalescence, assistance with activities
of daily living (dressing, hygiene, escort
to activities, etc.), medication
distribution, injections, vital signs, etc.
Security: coded, secure complex,
emergency calling system in every unit,
surveillance camera at entrance
Medical: visits from doctors by
appointment, registered nurse, nursing
staff 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, pharmacy,
library, mall, church
Services: physiotherapist, foot care,
hairdresser
Activities: animation and recreation
service, charivari, bingo, exercise, tai-chi,
mass, concerts, shows, crafts, games,
recreational equipment, movies, outings
to shopping centres, reading activity etc.
Onsite: Dining room, large common
room with piano and television, multi
purpose game room, library, indoor
parking, two patios on the penthouse
level and one patio on the first floor
Food: three meals and snacks included,
served in dining room and two menu
choices every day and three à la carte
Housekeeping: housekeeping,
bedding included
Religious services: Catholic
Pets: not allowed

Maison Herron

2400 Herron Rd., Dorval
Phone: 514-631-7288
Fax: 514-631-4350
Email: jdonovan@chartwellquebec.ca
Contact: Jennifer Donovan
Capacity: 149 units
Care: private CHSLD and care unit, longterm, Alzheimer’s unit, short-term, respite,
convalescence, interdisciplinary team
available to meet residents and families
Security: emergency calling system,
camera surveillance 24/7, reception desk
Medical: private CHSLD permit, nurses
and medical care 24/7
Nearby: Lakeshore Hospital,
Lachine Hospital, airport, train station,
bus terminal
Services: visits from physiotherapist,
occupational therapist, neurologist,
dentist, denturologist, massotherapist,
optometrist, foot care nurse
Activities: recreational activities and
outings
Onsite: common area rooms on each
floor, multipurpose game rooms, airconditioned common areas, nonsmoking environment, hairdressing
salon, outdoor parking, private and
secure interior courtyard with awning
and barbecue.
Food: dining room, private dining room
for special receptions, in-room service
available, three meals a day for specific
diets, choice of menu and snacks, dietary
services
Housekeeping: laundry and
housekeeping services
Religious services: weekly mass
Pets: not allowed

Manoir Kirkland

2 rue Canvin, Kirkland
Phone: 514-695-1253
Fax: 514-695-3777
Email: estafiej@chartwellquebec.ca
Contact: Elizabeth Stafiej
Capacity: 188 units
Care: Independent living, nursing
supervision and services for seniors
requiring light assistance
Security: Emergency calling system in
each unit, reception desk.
Medical: Registered nurse 5 days a week,
Doctor visits once a week and caregivers
7 days a week
Nearby: CLSC, Lakeshore Hospital,
pharmacy, library, mall
Services: manicure, pedicure,
hairdresser, etc.
Activities: recreation services (concerts,
dances, birthday and newcomer’s
lunches, theatre and restaurant outings,
dinner cruises, bingo, exercise,
aqua-fitness, arts and crafts)
Onsite: heated indoor pool, common
room with a fireplace and piano, multi
purpose room with pool table and home
theatre, arts and crafts room, Internet
room, library, convenience store, indoor
parking, outdoor parking and a garden
with a small water pond, comfortable
swings and patio furniture
Food: dining room, choice of menu
and meal packages
Housekeeping: laundry and
housekeeping à la carte
Religious services: Catholic and
Protestant services
Pets: not allowed

“A man’s home is his wife’s castle.”
~ Alexander Chase
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Manoir Granby

Manoir du Musée

Manoir Dollard-des-Ormeaux

Pointe-aux-Trembles

235 Denison, Granby
Phone: 450-378-4400 • Fax: 450-378-8359
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Jean-Yves Bergeron
Capacity: 322
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells, receptionist
Medical: doctor weekly, attendant or auxiliary 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, banks, pharmacy,
library, mall, shuttle
Services: podiatrist, banking, hairdresser,
pharmacist, groceries
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, games,
pool, shuffleboard, bingo, Internet, cinema
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: monthly, laundry facilities
Chapels: Catholic on site, Protestant nearby

245 Frontenac, Sherbrooke
Phone: 819-822-1938 • Fax: 819-348-9966
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Patricia Thibault
Capacity: 201
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells, receptionist
Medical: doctor weekly, attendant or auxiliary 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, banks, pharmacy,
library, mall, shuttle
Services: podiatrist, banking, hairdresser,
pharmacist, groceries
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, games,
pool, shuffleboard, bingo, Internet, cinema
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: monthly, laundry facilities
Chapels: Catholic on site, Protestant nearby

53 Hasting, D.D.O.
Phone: 514-620-4522 • Fax: 514-620-4114
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Joanne Daemen
Capacity: 201
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells, receptionist
Medical: doctor monthly, attendant
or auxiliary 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, banks, pharmacy,
library, mall, shuttle
Services: podiatrist, hairdresser, banking, groceries
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, games,
pool, shuffleboard, bingo, Internet, cinema
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: monthly, laundry facilities
Chapels: Catholic on site, Protestant nearby

13900 Notre-Dame, Pointe-aux-Trembles
Phone: 514-642-2234 • Fax: 514-642-5115
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Diane Allie
Capacity: 500
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells, receptionist
Medical: doctor weekly, attendant
or auxiliary 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, banks, pharmacy,
library, mall, shuttle
Services: podiatrist, banking, hairdresser, groceries
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, games, pool,
shuffleboard, bingo, internet, cinema, theater
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: monthly, laundry facilities
Chapels: Catholic on site, Protestant nearby

Manoir St-Léonard

Manoir Laval

Manoir Boucherville

Manoir Sainte-Julie

7650 Lespinay, St. Leonard
Phone: 514-255-9298 • Fax: 514-255-9986
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Massimo Della Montagna
Capacity: 621
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells, receptionist
Medical: doctor weekly, attendant or auxiliary 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, banks, pharmacy,
library, mall, shuttle
Services: podiatrist, banking, hairdresser, groceries
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, games, pool,
shuffleboard, bingo, Internet, cinema
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: monthly, laundry facilities
Chapels: Catholic on site, Protestant nearby

1455 de l’Avenir, Laval
Phone: 450-629-0019 • Fax: 450-629-0119
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Andre Lachapelle
Capacity: 724
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells, receptionist
Medical: doctor weekly, attendant or auxiliary 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, banks, pharmacy, library, mall, shuttle
Services: podiatrist, banking, hairdresser, groceries
Activities: animator, outings, games, pool, bingo,
shuffleboard, Internet, cinema, mini-golf,
bowling alley
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: monthly, laundry facilities
Chapels: Catholic on site, Protestant nearby

549 de Verrazano, Boucherville
Phone: 514-449-1516 • Fax: 514-449-1978
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Sylvie Cantin
Capacity: 194
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, call bells, monitors, receptionist
Medical: doctor weekly, attendant or auxiliary 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, banks, pharmacy, library, mall
Services: podiatrist, banking, hairdresser,
groceries, shuttle
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, games,
pool, shuffleboard, bingo, Internet, cinema
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: laundry facilities monthly
Chapels: Catholic on site, Protestant nearby

1975 du Fer-à-cheval, Sainte-Julie
Phone: 450-922-9000 • Fax: 450-922-9010
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Annie Tremblay
Capacity: 550
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells, receptionist
Medical: doctor weekly, attendant or auxiliary 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, banks, pharmacy, library, mall, shuttle
Services: podiatrist, banking, hairdresser, groceries
Activities: animator, outings, games, pool, bingo,
shuffleboard, Internet, cinema, theater, mini-golf,
bowling alley
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: monthly, laundry facilities
Chapels: Catholic on site, Protestant nearby

Manoir Sorel

Manoir Sherbrooke

Manoir St-Laurent

Manoir Mont St-Hilaire

71 George, Sorel-Tracy
Phone: 450-742-3303
Fax: 450-742-1668
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Nicole Duhamel
Capacity: 137
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells, receptionist
Medical: attendant or auxiliary 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, banks, pharmacy,
mall, shuttle
Services: podiatrist, manicure, hairdresser
Activities: animator, outings,
exercise, games, pool, shuffleboard,
bingo, internet, cinema
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: monthly, laundry facilities
Chapels: Catholic on site, Protestant nearby

1150 Quatre Saisons, Sherbrooke
Phone: 819-822-1038
Fax: 819-822-1681
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Gilles Lavoie
Capacity: 456
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells, receptionist
Medical: doctor weekly, attendant or auxiliary 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, banks, pharmacy,
library, mall, shuttle
Services: podiatrist, groceries, hairdresser, banking
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, games, pool,
shuffleboard, bingo, internet, cinema
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: monthly, laundry facilities
Chapels: Catholic on site, Protestant nearby
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115 Deguire, St. Laurent
Phone: 514-332-3434
Fax: 514-332-8343
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Jean Grenier
Capacity: 297
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells, receptionist
Medical: doctor weekly, attendant or auxiliary 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, banks, pharmacy,
library, mall, shuttle
Services: podiatrist, groceries, banking, hairdresser
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, games,
pool, shuffleboard, bingo, internet, cinema
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: monthly, laundry facilities
Chapels: Catholic on site, Protestant nearby

550 Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Mont St-Hilaire
Phone: 450-467-8209 • Fax: 450-467-8964
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Marc Labelle
Capacity: 320
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells, receptionist
Medical: doctor weekly, attendant or auxiliary 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, banks, pharmacy,
library, mall, shuttle
Services: podiatrist, banking, hairdresser,
pharmacist, groceries
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, games,
pool, shuffleboard, bingo, Internet, cinema
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: monthly, laundry facilities
Chapels: Catholic on site, Protestant nearby

In this academic office, it’s a man’s, man’s, man’s world
Tristan Aviles chooses his adjectives carefully. Each word is pondered; he self-edits in mid-sentence
to be sure his meaning is clear. This
attention to detail can only benefit
him in his career as an academic
secretary at Dawson College.
It’s no accident that Aviles works in
a predominantly female profession.
He didn’t fall into it—not exactly.
He grew up in an academic family,
helping his professor father compute
student grades when Aviles was 15.
“My exposure and my likings led
to some of my choices,” he says, explaining that he didn’t want to teach
but always thought he’d work in an
office or a library, surrounded by the
things he loves: documentation and
the book trade.
He graduated from Dawson himself and went on to Concordia University, but nearly 10 years to the
day after his Dawson graduation, he
found himself with a one-week assignment at the school.
The contract was extended, and
extended again and again. He has
worked here for 15 years, now in a
permanent position supporting the
English, French and professional
theatre departments.
He likes working in a “relatively
high-culture environment. The people here are dedicated, courteous ...”
he pauses to find the right description. “Good-natured—that’s it.”
Computers have taken a bite out
of the secretarial job market. While
there were 180,010 positions in 2010,
according to Human Resources
Canada, that number is expected to
continue a decline that began in the
early 1990s.
Secretaries (not including those
in the medical and legal fields) retire, on average, at 61. Because the
median age of secretaries, 45, is

on to junior management or professional positions. You have to show
that ambition.”
At one time he considered management, but not right now. Five years
ago, his kidneys shut down, putting
any plans to go to night school on
the back burner.
Aviles was fortunate: He was able
to get a kidney transplant, the organ
donated by a perfect match. But a
side-effect of the medication he must
take is fatigue.
“Today I lead a more or less normal
life. The only thing is that I have to lay
low in the evenings. No night classes
for me. But the door is always open.”
He doesn’t worry about raised eyebrows when people hear the word
“secretary” in his job title.
Academic secretary Tristan Aviles has a special fondness for publications and the
“It depends on the age of the perbook trade. He’s witnessed a sea change in documentation since the 1980s.
son. The older they are, the more
puzzled they might be. The younger
relatively high, retirements are ex- “volume. You have to take the time they are, the less they care.”
pected to result in about 73,000 jobs to stop every few months to think
And anyway, being a male secreopenings by 2020. Human Resources and take stock of what skills you can tary isn’t as rare as you might think:
expects 21,000 job-seekers will be hone for the future.
“Another one of us was hired two
3/5/2012 have
11:13:32 AM
available for these positions.
“Thereseniors
aread FINAL.pdf
those1 who
gone weeks ago.”
Aviles witnessed the sea change in
publications and documentation at
the dawn of computerized course
management systems in the late
1980s.
“Computers were still making their
way into the office,” recalls Aviles, 47.
“By the late ’80s, there was a name
change in the training program:
Cegep secretarial studies became office automation or office systems. I
felt more comfortable with that and
jobs were plentiful—almost every
organization has an office.
“I had majored in French at Concordia, which was a plus. Written bilingualism is valued and coveted by
employers.
“There’s always something we
can improve on. Speed, production, human relations, accuracy”—a
sigh that might also be a chuckle—
Photo: Hayley Juhl
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Visit Amtrak.com or
call 1-800-USA-RAIL
and ask for discount
code X143.
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Julia held the kitchen door open for men

THE BEST CHARCOAL BAR•B•Q CHICKEN
5
.2oupon
5
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CÔTE ST-LUC BAR•B•Q
www.cotestlucbarbq.com

Buy one Quarter chicken meal
at regular price, get a second meal
for only $4.25 (with coupon).
$1.00 extra for white meat.
Valid for take out, delivery, and dining room.
Valid after 4PM. One coupon per order.
Expires April 30, 2012

5403 CÔTE ST. LUC Rd.
514-488-4011

When did celebrity chefs take over the kitchen?
Oh, didn’t you hear me? Maybe I should speak
to you as if I were a celebrity chef: WHEN
DID CELEBRITY CHEFS TAKE OVER THE
KITCHEN?
It wasn’t long ago that Julia Child was the role
model for adventurous cuisine. She of the “whatthe-hell” attitude and the counsel that “if you
don’t have butter, use cream.” She was the role
model for liberating food from fastidiousness and
women from the kitchen.
I think she had a greater effect on our generation, the first to be raised on TV, than America’s
most famous TV news anchor, Walter Cronkite.
Cronkite came back from reporting on the Vietnam war discouraged with American prospects.
“If I’ve lost Cronkite,” President Lyndon B. Johnson said, “I’ve lost Middle America.” Meanwhile
America was looking at its middle, finding that it
liked it, and Julia Child filled it.
Post-Second World War food had been relegated to science. Whether we were coming from
farms or from far away, we migrated to cities. We
were told that we had to be educated. Old styles
of cooking—rural or immigrant—could be improved. Bread was bleached and fortified. Vitamins were added to milk. Soups were canned. Not
only did Father Know Best (and what did he do at
the office, anyway?), but mother knew nothing.
In the kitchen, it wasn’t recipes that ruled as much
as regulations. Forget about a pinch of this and
tasting. If you didn’t have a set of measuring cups
calibrated in eighth-of-a-teaspoon increments, you
were finished. If you didn’t rely on experts raised
under the dicta of home economics, you might as
well not get up in the morning.
By making cooking adventurous and fun, Julia liberated us. And by us, frankly, I don’t mean me, since
men were given the role of playing with fire, outside,
when the weather was nice, with a beer. In the 1950s,
men were as likely to be in the kitchen as women
were to be outside manning (and there’s a verb for
you) the grill.
Julia changed it all. By making cooking fun, she
let men come into the kitchen. Graham Kerr equal parts cook and evangelist (oh was he ahead
of his time) and Jeff Smith, the Frugal Gourmet.
They all said it was okay to have fun with cooking
and you didn’t have to be brazen or beautiful to do
it. You could be Middle America.
Now, however, Julia has morphed into Roseanne
Barr. Rudeness is mistaken for passion and stardom
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Flavour Guy
Barry Lazar
equated with competence. If the chef is good looking and yells a lot, that’s even better. Gordon Ramsay
has a lock on this, but others are trying to catch up.
You can catch him on Kitchen Nightmares, Hell’s
Kitchen, and the F-Word. F might stand for Food
but it could as well be Fuhgeddaboudit.
Then there are such shows as Iron Chef and
Chopped that traumatize anyone thinking of
making dinner. No wonder the fastest-growing
part of any supermarket is the takeout section.
Heat and serve. You’ve come a long way baby ...
back to TV diners of the 1950s.
So, I root for Julia and sanity in the kitchen. I turn
to her for advice as she gives just a hint of a smile
when I drop the chicken on the floor (“You’re in the
kitchen, no one is looking”) or her comment that
“Once you have mastered a technique you hardly
need to look at a recipe again and can take off on
your own.”
This is the chef I want as my guide. A quiet nudge
pointing to perfection. Shh! There’s cooking going
on here.
Soup by Julia
Here is a recipe for basic soup adapted from one
of her last books, Julia’s Kitchen Wisdom.
Bring the following to boil: 3 cups sliced leeks,
3 cups of chopped and peeled potatoes, 6 cups of
water, ½ teaspoon salt. Simmer until tender. That’s
the basic soup.
After 20-30 minutes, taste for seasoning. You
can switch onions for leeks or combine them. You
can use chicken stock instead of water. You can
serve it chunky style or purée it. You can add a
dollop of sour cream to each bowl at the table.
If you want it cold—a vichyssoise—purée it, add
half a cup of cream and chill. You can add almost
any vegetable to the basic soup: cauliflower, peas,
red pepper, carrots ...
As Julia writes: “This is how you come up with
some of your own marvelous ideas and secret
“house recipes.” And no one does marvelous better than Julia.
TheFlavourguy@gmail.com

Cajun hot spot is wickedly spicy and completely delightful
Sarah Mudrosky
Sherbrooke in N.D.G. sometimes
makes Montreal winter look like
the grimiest, grayest time imaginable. But step through the door of
La Louisiane and you’ll be magically teleported to a better and
warmer place.
You’ll feel you’ve been swept along
the Mississippi River to New Orleans as you wander into the dimly
lit, cozy jazz bar.
What struck my aunt and I as we
entered was the romantic feel. And
its empty state—the restaurant only
opens at 5:30 pm and we were there
too early. The kind staff let us sit at a
table while glasses were set out and
candles lit.
The restaurant is one rather small
room with a long wooden bar and an
open kitchen, from which we could
see tall columns of fire bursting from
gas burners.
The back wall is painted with a

huge abstract mural of a jazz band
and dramatic-looking masks. The
other walls are covered in framed
paintings of New Orleans, the vibrant colours bringing the unique
charm of a distant city to life.
The high ceiling keeps the restaurant from seeming crammed or
claustrophobic. The tables are small
and square, neatly covered in crisp,
white tablecloths.
The space is open but intimate,
perhaps because the jazz/soul music
drowns out other diners, wrapping
you and your table in a blanket of
musical privacy.
We ordered a big basket of sweet
potato fries ($5) from the handsome
waiter (my aunt suggestively raised
her eyebrows at me whenever he
walked by).
He recommended the alligator
bites ($9.50), but we were reluctant
to take a bite of fried reptile.
We also ordered the shrimp magnolia penne plate ($13) and the

dinosaur ribs ($23) for my carnivorous, meat-loving companion. The
food was out of this world.
The shrimp magnolia consisted
of grilled tiger shrimp in a creamy
white-wine creole sauce with shallots, served on a bed of penne. It
was wickedly spicy and completely
delightful. The dinosaur ribs were

dessert menu.
We discovered reason enough to
come again soon: The Mississippi
fudge and pecan torte ($7.50), or the
sweetened bananas cooked in buttery liqueur ($7.50).
And the jazz coffees! They sound
like the non-fatal equivalent of dying
and going to heaven.
Each one named after a jazz artist,
The jazz coffees sound like these tall-glassed concoctions (rangthe non-fatal equivalent of ing between $8 and $8.75) are outrageous but oh-so-tempting blends of
dying and going to heaven. coffee and liqueurs.
My aunt and I considered returna steaming pile of scorched, juicy- ing the next evening just for dessert
looking meat that fell off the bones, and a pair of Ella Fitzgeralds as we
marinated in a mango sauce and tipped the handsome waiter and
served with a little bowl of hot bar- slipped into our coats.
becue sauce and a side of fries.
Even when the cold Montreal air
The inimitable creole food, paired hit us and snow crunched under our
with the unique atmosphere truly boots, the spiced flavour of our evesets this restaurant on a prominent ning lingered, along with the fading
pedestal.
notes of a soulful tune.
Full and happy, we did not order
La Louisiane, 5850 Sherbrooke W.
dessert, however we did scan the 514-369-3073, lalouisiane.ca.
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LESTER’S
Hot-Dog
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This month only
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Montréal, Qc
(514) 481-8114

New Poutines

MONTRÉAL • ST-JANVIER • ÎLE PERROT • VAUDREUIL • ST-LAZARE • BEAUHARNOIS MASCOUCHE • STE. MARTHE SUR-LE-LAC • STE. ANNE DES PLAINES • RIGAUD
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The last stop on our Greek island odyssey is totally Limnotic

At the end of our Greek island adventure last summer, we unexpectedly saved the best for last. And it
turned out to be totally limnotic,
the adjective we invented for what
turned out to be our favourite island—Limnos
We chose to explore Limnos for all
the wrong reasons. Though intending to visit Lesvos in the north Aegean group of islands off the Turkish
coast, we opted to go to Myrina,
from Vathie in Samos, to get a couple of extra hours sleep on the ferry.
Limnos turned out to be the perfect
end to our Greek island experience.
We could see a small sleepy-looking
village across the harbour as we
walked towards the centre of Myrina.
Only one hotel was visible, the
four-storey Hotel Lemnos, the tallest
building in the village. It was exactly
what we wanted—a well-appointed,
air-conditioned room facing the marina at only 45 euros, with breakfast. and calm, perfect for swimming,
Not bad for high, high season!
standing, relaxing and savouring the
We did not bother travelling idyllic view of the old abandoned
around the island because we were castle on the hill that once served to
not too energetic at the tail end of protect Limnos from hostile forces.
our five-week trip.
Because of its strategic location,
Also, the port city had everything Limnos remains an important naval
we wanted. In our two days in Lim- base for Greece, which may be one
nos, we discovered three beaches, reason tourism is not heavily proeach more beautiful than the last moted.
and all not more than a 15-minute
We found our restaurant, which we
walk from our hotel. All are undevel- frequented three times because of its
oped beaches, natural looking, with superb cuisine and very reasonable
benches, play areas and shady trees prices, not to mention the friendly,
behind umbrellas scattered across patient servers, especially helpful bethe sand. Two of the beaches were cause the menu was only in Greek,
especially sandy, the water shallow as were most of the signs. Limnos
40 The Senior Times March 2012 www.theseniortimes.com

seems to attract more Greek visitors
than other nationalities. It is not on
the standard tourist route, and we
hope it stays that way.
A narrow, winding street, with
smooth stones, almost car- and cycle-free, beckons shoppers to more
than a hundred boutiques offering
everything from bookstores to the
latest fashions.
Every once in while a small café
with a couple of outdoor tables offers a rest for the weary and a shady
relief from the sun, which on these
islands doesn’t set until 8:30, which
makes it hot even at 6.
Limnos was especially pleasant be-

cause of the cooling wind that helped
us cope with the heat.
This getaway from the hustle of
Bodrum and the more popular islands, such as Mykonos, Santorini
and Rhodes, makes this island experience totally limnotic—relaxing,
serene and a perfect setting to read
novels, or even write one, plan or
dream and share precious moments
with the one you love.
We are planning to return to the
Greek islands this summer and share
our discoveries with readers. In particular, we want to see what effect the
Greek economic crisis is having on
daily life there.

Lip reading helps late-deafened adults cope with hearing loss
Marlene Eisner

Tips on communicating with a person with hearing loss
Yelling at a deaf person will not make them understand you any better. In fact, it can do more
harm than good.
“Yelling distorts the shape of the lips, which makes it difficult to lip read,” said Eva Basch, who
teaches the advanced lip reading classes at the Mackay Centre.
Teacher Joyce Kramer offers these tips on how to communicate with a person with hearing loss.
If a person doesn’t get a particular word, don’t
keep repeating it. Try to say it another way.
n If they don’t understand something, don’t ask
if they are wearing their hearing aids. These are
just ‘aids,’ they are not a cure-all.
n Don’t accuse a person of having selective
hearing; the size of the room, if the floors are
hard or carpeted and the pitch of voices can
contribute to them not being able to understand
what you are saying.
n When they sit at a dinner table at home or at

a restaurant, ask where at the table they will be
best able to follow the conversation.
n When asked to repeat something, don’t say
“never mind” or “it wasn’t important.” This
makes a hearing-impaired person feel badly. All
conversation keeps them in the loop and up to
speed on the context.
n Do not speak with your back turned.
n Don’t shout. Speak slowly and clearly.
n Look at the person when talking to them.
- Marlene Eisner

session, with four classes of two hours each: beginners, intermediate, advanced and advanced II.
“For most people with hearing loss, there’s a
stigma, shame and embarrassment, and they are
reluctant to admit it. It takes, from the time someone’s hearing loss is recognized until that person
goes for help and wears a hearing aid, 11 years.

So what happens is, we try to get the word out,”
Basch said.
The lip-reading classes are free with a $10 yearly
CHIP membership, and are held at the Mackay
Centre, 3500 Décarie. A session began March 6,
but people are welcome to start later.
Info: 514-488-5552, ext. 4500, hearhear.org.
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The Hyundai names, logos, product names, feature names, images and slogans are trademarks owned by Hyundai Auto Canada Corp. ♦ Prices for models shown: 2012 Elantra Touring GLS manual transmission is $22,259./ 2012 Santa Fe Limited is $37,674 / 2012 Veracruz GLS AWD is $41,874. Fees of $115 (tire tax of $15 and air tax of $100), delivery and destination charges of $1,495
for the 2012 Elantra Touring, $1,760 for Santa Fe and 2012 Veracruz are included. Registration, insurance, license fees, RDPRM and applicable taxes are excluded. Delivery and destination charge includes freight, P.D.E., dealer admin fees and a full tank of gas. ◊ Annual purchase financing rate upon approval by Hyundai Financial Services on the 2012 Elantra Touring L manual
transmission, from $16,809 / 2012 Santa Fe GL 2.4, 6 speed manual transmission, from $25,874 / 2012 Veracruz GL, FWD, from $33,874. Financing example and actual terms and conditions on advertised offers: $16,809 at an annual rate of 0% is equivalent to monthly payments of $200.11 for 84 months. Cash down required of $0. Cost of loan is $0 for a total obligation of $16,809.24.
Financing example and actual terms and conditions on advertised offers: $25,874 at an annual rate of 0% is equivalent to monthly payments of $308.02 for 84 months. Cash down required of $0. Cost of loan is $0 for a total obligation of $25,873.68. Financing example and actual terms and conditions on advertised offers: $33,874 at an annual rate of 0% is equivalent to monthly payments
of $403.26 for 84 months. Cash down required of $0. Cost of loan is $0 for a total obligation of $33,873.84. Fees of $15 (tire tax of $15), delivery and destination charges of $1,495 for the 2012 Elantra Touring included. Fees of $115 (tire tax of $15 and air tax of $100), delivery and destination charges of $1,760 for the 2012 Santa Fe and 2012 Veracruz are included. Registration, insurance,
license fees, RDPRM and applicable taxes are excluded from Purchase financing offers. ‡‡Purchase or lease a new 2012 Elantra Touring L, GL, or GLS and you will be entitled to a $500 factory to dealer credit. Factory to dealer credit applies before taxes. * Purchase or lease a new 2012 Veracruz GL, GLS, or Limited and you will be entitled to $1,500 factory to customer credit.
Factory to customer credit applies after taxes. * ‡‡Offer cannot be combined or used in conjunction with any other available credits. Offer is non-transferable and cannot be assigned. No vehicle trade-in required. See dealer for details. Dealer may sell for less. Inventory is limited, dealer order may be required. ‡Purchase or lease a 2012 Elantra Touring/Santa Fe/Veracruz during the
Time for a Change Event and you will receive a Preferred Price Petro-Canada Gas Card worth $250 (2012 Elantra Touring) / $375 (2012 Santa Fe) / $540 (2012 Veracruz). Based on Energuide combined fuel consumption rating for the 2012 Elantra Touring Auto (7.7L/100km) / Santa Fe 2.4L Auto (9.0L/100km) / Veracruz Auto (10.8L/100km) at 15,400km/year [yearly average driving distance
(Transport Canada’s Provincial Light Vehicle Fleet Statistics, 2012)], this is equivalent to $0.25 (2012 Elantra Touring) / $0.30 (2012 Santa Fe) / $0.40 (2012 Veracruz) per litre savings on each litre of gas up to a total of 1,000 Litres (2012 Elantra Touring) / 1,250 Litres (2012 Santa Fe) / 1,350 Litres (2012 Veracruz). ▼ Fuel consumption for the 2012 Elantra Touring manual (HWY 6.4L/100KM;
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a limited time and subject to change or cancellation without notice. See dealer for complete details. Dealer may sell for less. Inventory is limited, dealer order may be required. †† 2012 Santa Fe, 2012 Veracruz and 2012 Elantra Touring 7 year/120,000 km warranty consists of 5 year/100,000km Comprehensive Limited Warranty coverage and an additional 2 year/20,000km coverage
under the Hyundai Protection Plan. Hyundai’s Comprehensive Limited Warranty coverage covers most vehicle components against defects in workmanship under normal use and maintenance conditions. Additional coverage is in accordance to the terms and conditions of the Hyundai Protection Plan. Please contact your local dealer for all details.

Nicole Lacombe suddenly lost the hearing in her
right ear just before she turned 50. Six years later,
she experienced severe loss in her other ear. Doctors were never able to determine the cause.
Cathy McMaster began losing her hearing as a
teenager, which worsened as she got older. The
cochlear implant she had last September helps,
but she is still hearing impaired. George Voger,
who had normal hearing for most of his life, noticed he was losing his hearing as he aged, and by
1984 he could no longer function without his two
hearing aids.
Aside from their varying levels of deafness, these
people share something else: They are all taking
lip-reading classes at the Mackay Centre, given by
an organization called Communicaid for Hearing
Impaired Persons (CHIP).
Once a week, the group sits for two hours with
other adults who are late-deafened to learn to lip
read. Lacombe’s husband, Jean Charles Léveillée,
attends to provide moral support. Lacombe, who
wears two hearing aids, goes because the classes
have helped her to better understand when people
speak to her. But she also goes because she likes
being surrounded by people who understand
what it is like to be deaf.
“This is the place I feel most comfortable.”
Joyce Kramer lost her hearing 10 years ago because of a viral infection. It came on suddenly
one night, and when it was gone, it left her with a
moderate to severe hearing loss, which has since
become worse. It took her a long time to come
to terms with the loss, and the lip-reading classes
helped her deal with her situation and move forward, she said. She is so passionate about the
positive effects of being able to read lips that she
teaches it to others.
“It’s an amazing and rewarding opportunity,”
Kramer said. “It motivates me and gives me
strength to deal with what I have.”
Statistics on how many Canadians suffer from a
progressive hearing loss are difficult to pin down.
The Canadian Association for the Deaf website
issues strong disclaimers when it cites numbers,
insisting that the hearing impaired are part of an
invisible group that is not adequately tracked.
“We continue to follow the standard comparison model between Canada and the United States,
which assumes that statistics for Canada will be
one-10th of statistics for the U.S., based on Canada having one-10th the population of the U.S.,”
the association says. “By this measure, Canada
in the year 2006 would have roughly 3.1 million
people with some degree of hearing loss.”
Both of Eva Basch’s children were born with
some degree of hearing loss.
“When they were young, I took a course in oral
interpreting because I thought it would help me
communicate better with my children,” Basch
said. “At the time, it was given at McGill by a deaf
professor and his wife, an audiologist.”
In 2001, Basch was contacted by CHIP and
asked to give the speech-reading course because
the teacher was leaving. Over the years, she has
refined and developed the program.
What used to be 10 sessions in the fall and in the
spring has expanded to include 14 weeks in each
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Women make a difference,
worldwide and here at home

“My eyesight is
better - thanks
to Blue Berry!”

Christine lives in a sunny apartment in Toronto.
She loves reading and has a passion for walks in
nature. On her kitchen table you will find a pack
of the Blue Berry Eyebright ™ tablets.
Christine’s story:
“With age I started to notice that my eyes were getting worse every
year. This concerned me a lot as I am very fond of reading books and
newspapers. I needed to do something. Then I read about Blue Berry
Eyebright in the newspaper and gave it a try.“

Fantastic improvements
“I have taken Blue Berry Eyebright™ for 3 months and the results have
been spectacular. Not only am I back to reading my books, but also I
almost forgot that I have ever had a problem with my eyes. It has made
a world of difference to me, and I highly recommend others to try this
product. “

Nº1

EYE-TABLET
IN SCANDINAVIA

In Sweden people have good eyes
In Sweden people utilize berries to keep their eyes strong. The Blue Berry
Eyebright tablets are from Sweden and are based on a traditional natural
formula. The daily dosage of two tablets can be compared to eating a cup
of fresh blueberries a day. The tablets are further enriched with extract of
the beautiful calendula flower, which contains natural carotenes (lutein)
also found in the retina of your eyes.
Blue Berry Eyebright is the No.1 selling eye supplement in Scandinavia,
and has been so for almost a decade.

Contact us:

www.newnordic.ca
1-877-MY-NORDIC
New Nordic Canada

@NewNordicCanada
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Generations
Natalie
Bercovici
Golda Meir, Indira Ghandi and
Margaret Thatcher were great
stateswomen. Queen Elizabeth II
has reigned for more than 60 years.
On the world stage are the guiding
forces of Angela Merkel, chancellor
of Germany, and Hillary Rodham
Clinton, the U.S. secretary of state.
There are 19 female presidents and
prime ministers worldwide as of
February 2012.
On the occasion of International
Women’s Day on March 8, we recall
former governors-general Adrienne
Clarkson and Michaëlle Jean. In
Quebec, the minister responsible for
seniors is Marguerite Blais.
Women are CEOs, judges, lawyers
and doctors. It’s not a “man’s world”
any longer. Let us salute the policewomen, nurses and teachers who are
the unsung heroines and women of
valour, for they hold dual responsibilities of difficult career choices
and caring for their own families.
Among us, our friends, neighbours

and family members, many of whom
are caregivers and nurturers, deserve
our support and admiration.
Generations Foundation board
members, half of whom are female,
help children get the nourishment
they need. Fundraisers are painstakingly planned, organized and carried
through with pride.
Schools embraced our annual
Back-to-School Bagelothon and
holiday breakfasts with Buffet La
Stanza and Hasbro. Children and
grandchildren were entertained at
the EMSB holiday children’s party
and we laughed out loud at a comedy night and buffet for our food
programs. A toy and food drive with
Global News, Shaw Media, Mega
Bloks and HSBC bought food and
joy for children and their families.
We danced in the aisles to the music
of The Beatles Experience to counteract rising food and energy costs
and met new friends at a grand Valentine dance fundraiser.
Join us for the Scotiabank Charity
Challenge April 29, a five-kilometre
walk/21-kilometre run. Reserve
early for the play Same Time Next
Year on May 2.
For tickets and information on
coming fundraisers: 514-933-8585,
generationsfoundation.com.

Something special for new moms
Here at
Sun Youth
Nicolas
Carpentier
Since the early 1990s, Sun Youth
has been assisting pregnant women
with a program designed especially
for them.
The assistance is provided for the
duration of their pregnancy and for
three months after the child is born.
In the weeks preceding the child’s delivery, women are invited to choose
baby clothes and such items as cribs
and car seats. Once the child is born,
the food supplement is augmented
with formula, baby food and cereal.
Diapers, baby powder and wet wipes
are offered when possible.
Sun Youth is in constant need of
baby products. Donations can be
dropped off at the organization’s
headquarters, 4251 St. Urbain. Sun
Youth is also looking for new or gently used baby accessories to give to

Photo: Nicolas Carpentier

Advertisement

Sun Youth’s Stéphanie Rocheleau with
some of the accessories given to
pregnant women by the organization.

the many mothers using its services.
The organization assists more than
100 pregnant women and their families each month.
To benefit, mothers-to-be need to
produce medical proof of their condition and undergo a brief financial
evaluation, after which they are issued a membership card.
514-842-6822, sunyouthorg.com.
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Les Résidences Soleil
PRESTIGIOUS RESIDENCES FOR GOLDEN AGE CITIZENS

Les Résidences Soleil Manoir Brossard
8080 boul. St-Laurent • 450.672.3737

Eddy Savoie
Founder and President of CA
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